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Summary 

ORDER ADDRESSING THE APPLICATION OF AB 1890 to SMALLER 
AND MUL TI·JURISDICTIONAL ELECTRIC UTILITIES 

In September 1996, the Governor signed into law Assembly Bill (AB) 1890, which 
sets forth the framework under which California's electrical corporations will move 

toward and function within a restructured electric industry. As defined in Public 

Utilities CPU) Code § 218(a), there are seven electrical COrporations currently dOing 
business in California that are subject to our jurisdiction: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 

San Diego Gas &. Electric Company (SDG&E) 

Southern California Edison Company (Edison) 

Southern California \Yater Company's Bear Valley Electric (Bear VaHey) 
Kirkwood Gas &. Et~trk Company (Kirkwood) 
Pad ii Co rp 

Sierra Pacific Power Company (Sierra) 

PG&E, SIx:;&E .. and Edison have comparatively large service territories within 

California. AB 1890 contains many specific references to each of these companies. Bear 

VaHey and Kirkwood are comparatively small companies that sen'e recreational areas. 

Bear VaHey owns no electric generation facilities, and Kirkwood has no transmission 

facilities and is not connected to the regional transmission grid. PadfiCorp and Siecc(l 

arc multi-state utilities that conduct a small fraction of their retail el('('lric busincss in 

California. AB 1890 does not mention, by name, any of the four smaller and mu1ti-
jurisdictional ele<:tric<'ll corporations. 

No one denies that at lC,lSt SOme of the provisions of AB 1890 apply to the 

smaller and multi-jurisdictional utilities, since the bill refers to all electrical corpor(ltions 

as defined in PU Code § 218(a). At issue, here, is whether we can or should relieve a 

utility of the need to comply with provisions of AB 1890 where the utility can 

demonstr.'te the existence 01 special cirClIlllstano:s. \Ye find nothing in the statute that 

would aHow for a less-than e\·en·handed application of irs major provisions to all 
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electrical corporations. \Vhere the l<>gislature wished 10 carve out exceptions, it did so 

explicitly. \\'e are not (ree to create exceptions where the legislature has pro\'ided (or 

none. Thus, each of these companies is required to unbundre its rates into components 
that reflect its underlying cost (or generation, transmission, distribution and public 

purpose programs. \Vhere a company is seeking to rccover any unC(onomic cost of 

generation, it must reflect the resulling transition charges on its bills to all customers, 
track its collection of transition costs in a balancing account, undergo a market 

valuation process, surrender control of its jurisdictional transmission facilities to the 

Independent System Operator (ISO), freeze its rates at June 10, 19961evcls and provide 

a 10% rale reduction (or residential and snlall commercial customers. A company that 

does not seck the recovery of uneconomic costs has no transition period. Its rates need 

not be frozen and it need not offer a 10% rate reduction. However, such a company 
forgoes its opportunity to coBect transition costs and must charge its bundled 

customers for the market cost (or providing generation services, as opposed to its 
embedded cost. 

Also at issue in this proceeding is whether any Or all o( the applicants shOUld be 
required to collect surcharge funds for energy efficiency and low·incoflle assistance 
programs and to pay these surcharge funds to the California Board (or Energy 

Efficiency and the California Low·lncome Governing Board [or the administr.ltion o( 

statewide programs. \Ve require al1 applicants to continue funding at 1996Ie\'els, but 

do not [orce any of the applicants to enter into new expenditures at this time. 

B&ckground 

PadfiCorp fired what it Collis its Tr.msition Plan on May 5, 1997. Sierra CUed a 
similarly·named applicalion onJune 27, and Kirkwood CUed its plan on July 3. On 

August 22, Bear VaHey Wed an applicoltion in which it requested exemption (rom 

various requirements set (orth in c.nlier Commission decisions related to the electric 

restructuring process. Prehearing conferences were held on August 13, 1997 and 

September 9,1997. At the direction of the assigned administrative law judge (AL)), the 

active parlies filed a Case Manilgement Statement on August 29, 1997. the assigned 
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Commissioner and assigned All jointly ordered the applicants to submit supplemental 
showings on August 21,1997 to demonstrate how each would modify its Transition 
Plan to make it consistent with thE'COmnlissionis decision unbundling the rates and 
revenues (or PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison (Decision (D.) 97-08-056). The parlies filed an 

early round of briefs on September 8,1997 and September 15, 1997, addressing specific 
issues of statutory interpretation related to PU Code § 368, 381, and 382. Testimony 

was filed on October I, 1997 and evidentiary hearings were held on October 8,9, and 
10, 1997. On Cktober 8, 1997, PacifiCorp and OUice of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) 

signed a stipulation under which they agree to support a given resolution of most 
isslles affecting PacifiCorp in this prOCeeding. They acknowledged a continuing 

disagr(,(,nlent as to whether or not PacifiCocp must reduce its rates for residential and 
small commercial customers by 10%. The consolidated matters were submitted with the 
receipt of post-hearing briefs on October 24, 1997. A proposed decision was mailed 

November 13, 1997. Parties filed comments on the proposed dedsionon December 3, 

1997
1 
and reply Coninients on December 8, 1997. \Vhere appropriate, we have made 

changes to the proposed decision in response to comments. 

DiscussIon 

DIrect Access Proposals 

A. Implementation of DIrect Access 

Each of the app1i('ants has pledged to provide its cllstomers with direct access to 
the sen'ices of competing energy providers beginning]anuary I, 1998. PacifiCorp, 

Sierra and Bear Valley submitted Dired Access ImpJementiltion Plans for approval in 
our electric industry restructuring docket whkh werc approved in 0.97-10-087. 

1 There arc various motions to accept latc-filed comments. All slich motions are 
gr.mted. 
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Coordinating Commissioner Conlon granted Kirkwood an exemption (wm filing a 

separate Direct Access Implementation Plan because of its unique circumstances: 

liAs it notes in the motion, Kirkwood serves only 417 customers, and only 
about 75 year-round residences. One custorner, the ski resort and related 
facilities, accounts for more than haU its demand. It has no transmission 
facilities and is not interconnected with any other utility. All of its power 
is generated on-site using diesel generators. It has no employees because 
all work is provided on a contract basis. It has no contracts with qualifying 
facilities." 

To fadlitate direct access, Kirkwood will oifer unbundled rates to its customers 

and pledges to make its distribution system available to competing energy providers. 

However, because there are no apparent avenues to competition, it is premature to 
require Kirkwood to submit a detailed direct access plan. 

B. Unbundling of Bills and Services 

In 0.97-08-056, We concluded that PG&E"s, SDG&E's, and Edison's bills should 

separately identify amounts related to energy, transmission, distribution, competitive 

transition charges, public purpose programs and nuclear decommissioning costs (sec 

minloo., pp. 52-53). Howe\'er, because of the time needed to prepare the billing systems 

to provide this level of detail, we directed the utilities to include these separate charges 

in their bills no later than June 1, 1998. Prior to that date, those utilities arc only 

required to prOVide information about Power Exchange (PX) prices. 

PacifiCorp proposes to separately identify charges on its bills (or distribution, 

transmission, public purpose programs and gener~ltion. Inste.ld of providing one 

charge for generation, the bill would list two components: (1) a monthly market-based 

charge (based on the Dow-Jones California-Oregon Border electric price index) and 

(2) the r~l.le reflecting the balance of the gener,1tion revenue requirement. Its customers 

who elcct direct access would stm be required to pa.y the second gencccllion charge. In 

other words, they would receive a bill credit based on the Dow-Jones index. In its 

stipulation with PacifiCorp, ORA supports this proposal. Under the stipulated 

proposal, the bill would a Iso contain a crcd it for transmission and ancillary cost savings, 
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where applicable. PacifiCorp would not separately indicate its competitive tr<lnsition 

charge (eTC) on its bill. In effect, the genNation charge, minus the Dow-jones index 
credit, would constitute a transition charge. 

Sierra offers a similar proposal, although its energy credit would be based on PX 

prices. Bear Valley, which owns no generation or transmission facilities, propoS('s to 

separate its charges into distribution, power system delivery charges, energy and public 

purpose programs. Since it would be recovering no transition costs, its bill would not 

include that category. Kirkwood would unbundle the generation and distribution 

components of its bills. Since it has no transmission cost or public purpose programs, 

its bills would not identify these charges. None of the applicants face nuclear 
decommissioning costs. 

Section 368(b} requires, in pari: 

".,.identification and separation of individual rate components such as 
charges for energy, transmission, distribution, pubJic benefit programs, 
and recovery of uneconomic costs. The separation of rale components 
required by this subdivision shall be used to ensure that customers of the 
electrical corporation who become eligible to purchase electricity from 
suppliers other than the electrical corporation pay the same unbundled 
component charges, other than energy, a bundled service customer pays." 

In addition, § 392(a}, as amended in Senate Bill (SB) 477, states that each company's 

eledric.ll bills must disclose CTCs. 11lC billing approaches proposed by PacifiCorp and 

Sierra (ail to meet the requirements of these sections because they would not separately 

identify charges related to the recovery o( uneconomic costs. This asped o( the 
transition plan (or eMh of these two companies is rejected. 

Under their proposals, these companies would recover ullemnomk costs when 

the indexed genertllion credit is less than the embedded cost of gener.llion. In such 

circumstances, by paying a residual gener.ltion charge, direct access cllstomers would 

be compensating the utilities for the uneconomic portion of their embedded costs. By 
extension, fully bundled customers also would be compensating the utilities (or 

un('(onomic generlltion. The unambiguous requirement of the statute is that all 
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customers be informed of the portion of their charges that reflect tcco\Oery of 
u ncconomic cos Is. 

This is more than an isslle of aesthetics. After the end of the transition period, 

the uneconomic generation costs will not be part of the cost faced by customers. In 

order to understand the risks and benefits of direct access, customers must be fully 

informed of the charges that they stand to avoid and those that they cannot avoid. 

Only the most savvy customer might be able to look at the bill as proposed by 

PacinCorp and Sierra and recognize that the residual generation charges would no 

longer be an issue after the transition period. In addition, the prOVisions of AB 1890 

and 58477 ensure that the accelerated repayment policy reflected in transition charges 

will be transparent to all ratepayers. To achieve this result, the transition charges must 

be clearly stated on the bills of all customers, bundled or othenvise, and the rates (or all 
customers mllst be (ully unbundled by (unction. 

\Ve have allowed PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison a grace period of five months 

before they must bill their customers in a manner that directly reporls on all required 

unbundled elements. Similarly, We \Viii allow PaciHCorp and Sierra to employ their 

proposed market index credit approach until June 1, 1998. As of that date, bills (or all o( 

their customers must include a separate accounting (or the (uJi embedded cost of 

genemtion and competitive tr,1nsition charges. As of that date, direct access customers 

must nol be billed (or generation, even as a residual amount. Instead, the difference 

between the embedded cost o( generation and the relevant market index shaH be 

reported as a competitive transition charge. If a company does not conect transition 

charges, however, it need not include an item (or competitive transition charg('S on its 
bJlls. 

Because PacUiCorp's generation and transmission system is centered in other 

states, il is reasonable to allow them to use a region-sped fie energy price index such as 

the COB. However, the record suggests that the COB in its current (orn\ does not 

capture the (ull range of anciHary and: olher costs thai would be laced by cllstomers 

acquiring etectric energy in the competitive market. The Power Exchange price, on the 

other hands, is a market-derh'ed price and reflects those costs. Until PacifiCorp can 
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propose it way to include all relevant costs in the COB prke, or proposes another more 

complete market proxy, we will direct the company to rely on the monthly average 

Power Exchange prices to den·lop its bill credit. 

In D.97-05-039, we determined that competing retail electric service providers 

should be allowed to offer their customers consolidated billing (or eJedric services, 

metersi meter reading and reJated services. To simplify our discllssions, we have 

referred to these as revenue cycle services. In that decision, We concluded that PG&E, 

SDG&E, and Edison must separately identify the cost savings resulting when these 

services are provided by others and make those savings available to ratepayers through 

separate charges or credits. \Ve also required that competitive retail providers enter 

into agreements with distribution utilities concerning the collection and exchange o( 

usage data. In its application, Bear Valley makes <'h unsupported request for exemption 

(rom these unbundling requirements. The other applicants appear to be sitent on this 
issue. 

\Ve sec no reason that competing energy providers should face different 

conditions when offering to serve the customers of these applicants than they face when 

seeking to serve the customers of PG&E1 SDG&E1 or Edison. We have required the 

latter three companit's to offer unbundled re\'enttc cycle services by January I, 1999 and 

will place a similar requirement on most of these applicants. By February I, 1998, 

PacifiCorp, Sierra and Bear Valley will be required 10 file proposals (or unbundling and 

sepM<ltely charging for these services. In the mean lime, they must begin to 

accommodate third-parly met('rs and metering services consistent with D.97-05-039 and 

be ready to enter into service agreements with competing firms. \Ve ""'ill defec such a 

requirement (oc Kirkwood until the JikeJihood of competition within its service territory 

suggests the need for the company to submit a direct access implementation plan. 

ORA raises one concern about Bear Valley's proposal for unbundling Us rafes. 

As it distribution-only utility, Bear Valley offers direct access customers a bi1l credit for 

energy, but not (or the cost of ancillary services. Ancillary services include system 

protection services, line losses and energy imbalance services. Energy imbalance 

services ensure that a direct access customer will be furnished with electricity c\'en 
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when the competing energy firm fails to deliver power to the grid. Its current contracts 

require Bear Valley to take all generation capacity from Edison, but do not require it to 

acquire ancillary services from Edison. ORA proposes that Bear Valley separately 

identify its cost for ancillary services (and identify them as transmission costs) so that 

direct access customers wishing to purchase those services elsewhere would receive a 

bill credit and that Bear VaHey's tariffs should clarify that non-firm power purchases by 

its customers would be made firm by its contract with Edison. Bear Valley has not 

expressly opposed this proposat which appears to be a sensible means to help 

customers take into account an apparently avoidable portion of the transmission 

expense. \Ve will direct Bear VaHey to separately identify, and credit to the bills of 

qualifying direct access customers, its ancillary costs, and to clarify the feaSibility of 
non-firm power purchases in its tariffs. 

c. Consumer Education Plans 

\Ve approved Consumer Education Plans for PadfiCorp, Sierra, Bear Valley and 

other electric utilities in D.97-08-063 and will not modify or othenvisc address the 

adopted programs here. Kirkwood has made its proposal for consumer education 

expenditures here. No one has objected to that proposal and it should be appro,·ed. In 

its comments to the proposed decision, Kirkwood suggested that it be required to begin 

its program on March 1998. This date appears reasonable in light of the date of this 
order. 

D. Public Purpos() Programs 

Section 381 directs the Commission to allocate electric utility revcnues to 

programs that enhance system reliability and provide in-stale benefits in the form of 

cost·effcctive energy efficiency nnd Conscrvation activities, public interest research and 

development, and in-slate operation and development of rene\\'able resource 

technologies such as pholovoltaics. It also speCifics that all electric utilities must 

identify on their bills a separate rate component for these purposes and must insure that 

funds for these progr,lllls arc not commingled with other re,'enlles. Under this sc<tion, 
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the Commission is also empowered to develop a system for managing these funds. \Vc 

responded to this portion of the statute in 0.97-02-014, by estabJishing boards to 

oversee these programs. Section 381 sets forth specific, minimum funding levels for 

PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison. Howevcr, it provides 1\0 specifics for any o( the (our 
companies that are the subject o( this proceeding. 

The Residential Energy Services Companies' United E((ort and SESCO, Inc. 

(RESCUE/SESCO) argue that § 381 requires each electrical corporation to collect 

surcharges for these programs and grants the Commission thc discretion to determine 

the appropriate level of funding. RESCUE/SESCO advocate that whatever funds are 

Colleded b}' the applicants be subnl.itted to the oversight boards for allocation on a 
statewide basis. In addition, RESCUE/SESCO suggest that cach applicant be required 

to increase its funding level for these programs $0 that its ratepayers bear an equitable 
sharc of the statewide funding for th('sc purposes. 

Although An 1890 is silent about the appropriate funding level for these 

applicants, it is speci(jc as to the minimum funding Icvels [or every other electric utility 

in Cali (ornia. In D.97-0~-OI4, wc approved funding for PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison at 

the minimum levels allowed under § 381(c), while indicating that \,,'C may consider 

increasing those funding levels at a later time. Section 385(a) statcs that each municipal 

electric lltility must match, as a perccnt of total rcvenues, the lowest level of fundiI~g 
established for PG&E, SOG&E, or Edison. I{ESCUE/SESCO argue that there is no 

re,lSOn to suggestlhat thc Legislature intended to requirc funding of these programs by 

all ratepayers in California except those scn'ro by PacifiCorp, Sierf<.l, Kirkwood, and 

BeM Valley. As a mailer of faimcss, RESCUE/SESCO arguc, l<ltcpaycrs of these 

utili tics should at least match the contribution level required by the ratepayers of the 

municipal utilities which, based on the approved le\'el of funding for Edison (the lowest 

le\'el of the three larger California utilities), would equal 2.74% of total revenues. 

Currently, Kirkwood and }kar Vane}' have no funds allocated to thesc types of 

progr<lms. Sierra devotes $214,033 to energy efficiency and lOW-income assistance 

progr.lms. TIlis is apprOXimately 0.5% of Sicrr.l's California revenue requirement. In 
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1996, PacifiCorp devoted approximately 0.75% of its revenues to energy efficiency and 
low income programs. 

\Ve do not interpret § 381 as requiring that we adopt a new funding level for any 
of the applicants. The statute requires that any charges related to these programs be 

separately stated on the customer's bill and directs us to defermine and adopt funding 

levels for PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison. Howevert it oifers us no direction reJated to the 
applicants in this ptoceeding. 

\Ve are lett With concents of equity and fairness to guide out determination. As a 

mattet of equitYt it is reasonable that programs such as these, which arc intended to 

provide statewide benefits, should also be supported by all ratepayers. It is puzzling as 

to why the Legislatute would prescribe minimum funding levels lor every other utility 

in the state, but ignoie these applicants. Hc:'nve"er,' that is what it did. It must be 

presumed that if the Legislature intended that we treat funding levels for the applicants 

in a mallner consistent with the other utilities, it would have said so. \Vhile \ve remain 

free to dired the applicants to spend n\ore on these progran\s,it would not be fair to do 
so for aU utilities now. 

Bound in the (cozen rates for PaciliCorp and Sierra is the assumption that funds 

(or th~se programs would remain at current levels. These two utilities provide power 

to California ratepayers at compar<ltl\'ely low rates. \Ve will not erode the othenvise-

availabfe headroom for these utilities by requiring new expenditures at this time. \Ve 

will, howe\'er, require that funds at current levels be submitted to the appropriate 
oversight boards {or distribution. 

ORA proposes that Bcar VaHey, which also devotes funds to its California 

Alternative Rates for Energy Pcogranl (CAHE, discussed below), cumulatively devote 

0.5% to 1.0% ot its revenues to the four public purpose program areas. Bear Valley 

supports this proposal. Adding its existing CARE commilment and its proposed 

allocation {or research and renewable resources, we find that it is reasonable for Bear 

VaHey to de"ote 1.4% of its revenues to public purpose programs. Because of its 

exceedingly small customer base, we will not create a public purpose funding 

requirement lor Kirkwood On the basis of its existing re\tenue requirement. \Ve will 
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consider adjusting the revenue requirement for Kirkwood to provide funds for these 

programs in any fulure rate case and will consider increasing Bear VaHey's funding. as 
well. 

Section 382 requires that electrical corporations continue to fund programs 

provided to low-income electricity customers, including, but not limited to, targeted 

energy-efficiency services and the CARE program at not less than 1996 authorized 

levels based on an assessment of customer need. \Ve are expressly directed lito aHocate 

funds necessary to meet the low-income objectives in this section.1i \Ve read this 

language to require that all current low-income efforts continue at least at the current 

funding levels, and that if customer need exceeds current funding levels, those levels 
should be increased. 

PacifiCorp proposes continuing to fund low-inconle programs at current levels. 

In addition to the energy efficiency and low-income funding mentioned earlier (0.75% 

of annual revenues), PacifiCorp devotes 1% of its revenues to the CARE program. 

Sierra also proposes to maintain funding at current levels. Combined, expenditures on 

its energy efficiency and CARE programs comprise approximately 0.5% of its annual 

California revenues. Bear Valley allocates 0.5% of its re\'enues to the CARE program. 

Kirkwood allocates none, but offers a special case bec.1usc of its small customer base, 

predominance of second-home owners and limited revenues. 

Consistent with § 382, we will require PacifiCorp, Sierr.l, and Bear Valley to 

maintain their current levels of funding for low-income and CARE progr.m\s. These 

funds should be submitted to the Low Income Governing Board for further 

disbursement. For the reasons discussed above, we conclude that it would be 

inappropriate to incre.1se these funding levels now. \Ve will not require Kirkwood to 

allocate funds to the CARE progr.1m because of the small amount oE revenues that it 

would gener.1te compared to any likely administr.11i\·e costs (1% of its revenue 

requirement is $2,2(0) and the app,nenlly minimal number of low-income customers in 

its service territory. Any such customers should be eligible to recei\'c b("nefits under a 

st.1tcwidc progr.1m, but because there arc likely to be few in Kirkwood's service 

territory, they should provide an insignificant impact on statewidc funding. 
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Some parlies have recommended that whatevcc funds are set aside by the 

companies (or public purpose programs be divided evenly among the (our program 

are(lS. RESCUE/SESCO argue that it is most important to preserve adequate funding 

(or low-income and energy efficiency programs. \Ve agrcc, since the level of low-

income funding should be related to need and because cost-effc<:tive energy efficiency 

programs provide immediate benefits both to the individual recipient and to society as 

a whole. We will direct PacifiCoI]>, Sierra, and Bear VaHey to maintain the current level 

of funding [or low-income, energy efficiency, and CARE programs and to allocate the 

remaining funds evenly across the two remaining public purpose program categories. 

In all cases, the funds should be transferred to the appropriate oversight board (Or 
disbursement. 

We direct the Low-Inconle Governing Board (LIGB) and the California Board for 
Energy E((iciency (COEE) to plan to include in their Requcsts for Proposals for new 

administratols consideration of the funds and programs of these utilities and to work 

with the conlpanics to create a transition S(hedule in concert with the transition 

mandated by the Commission (or PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison. For Research 

De\'elopmc-nt & Demonstration and rencwable (undin~ the companies should work 

with the California Energy Commission (CEC) on a trclnsition schedule. \Vithin 30 

days, in Rulemaking (R.) 94-04-031 and Investig~ltion (I.) 94-04-032, the utilities should 

file (jointly with the LIGB, CBEE, and CEC) proposed transfer mechanisms and 

milestone schedules that arc consistent with those adopted (or PG&E, SDG&E, Edison 

and Southern CaHfotnia Gas Company. Thesc proposals shall be served On the parties 

listed on the Special Public Purpose Scrvice List in those dockets. Partic-s wiU thcn have 

10 days in which to file comments, which should also served on thosc on the Spc<:ial 
Public Purpose Scrvice List. 

In R.94-04-031 /1.94-04-032, we directed COEE and UGB to recommcnd a (orum 

and schc-dull' (or re(lsscssing initial progr,lm funding Icvels for PG&E, SDG&E, Edison, 

and Southern California Gas Company. (Sec Assigned Adminislriltlvc L1W Judge 

Rulings dated October 27,1997 and November 13, 1997.) \Vc believe that our future 

reassessment of public purpose program funding (or PilciHCorp, Sierr(l and Dear Valley 
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should take place in the sante forum we identify in response to CBEE's and UGB's 

recommendations. Consistent with the treatment we have adopted for other utilities, 

the applicants should rescC\'e no less than 15% of their 1998 energy efficiency funds for 

use by a new administrator for start-up purposes. Similarly, thosc applicants with low-

income energy eflidency or direct assistance programs should be prepared to cover 

start-up (osts in a manner consistent with that adopted (or other utilities. 

E. Independent System Operator 

On October 30, 1997, the Federal Energy Regulatory Administration (FERC) 

issued a decision authorizing the operation of the California ISO. Under § 9600{b), 

(oHowing FERC approval of the ISO, no California electrical corporation shall be 

authorized to coUeel any eTC unless it commits control of its transmission facilities to 

the ISO. This intention is underscored in § 33O(m). This requirement does not apply to 

Kirkwood Or Bear Valley, who have rteither transmission facilities nOr a plan to r(,(Over 

any transition costs. However, it does apply to both PacifiCorp and Sierra. Each OWns 

and operates transmission facilities in California and (as we will discuss below) C'ach 

anticipates experiencing uneconomic generation-related costs and hopes to rcco\'er at 

least some of those costs through transition charges. 

The statute is unambiguous in st.lting that, under these circumstances, 

PacifiCorp and Sierra must commit control of their California tr.msmission (acilitiE:'s to 

the ISO, but provides no guidance as to what it nlE:'ans to commit control. PacifiCorp 

E:'xpresscs a willingnE:'ss to oper.lte its California transmission facilities under thE:' 

dir('(tion of the ISO but expressE:'s a preference to submit to the control of the pJannC'd 

Northwest Independent Grid Oper.ltor (indeGO). In addition, b}t January 1, 1998, 

PacifiCorp expects to complete an inter-control arca agreement with the ISO. 

PacifiCorp suggests that an inter-control arc.l agreement ;'vill address the same activities 

as the ISO's actual assumption of control O\'cr the {acilities and that by doing so, 

l'acifiCorp will have submitted to the control of the ISO. 

Sierra states that it (,(lIlIlOt risk the possibility that the ISO \\'ould t;ike physical 

control of its California tr.msmission facilities. Close to 95% of Sierr.l's transmission 
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system crosses northern Nevada. Under normal circumstances, aU of the company's 

California customers receive transmission services from Nevada. Sierra asserts that in 

order to function reliably, a substantial portion of its energy must be supplied (rom 

generation located in northern Nevada and that purchased power from California, or 

elsewhere outside of northern Nevada cannot exceed a certain limit. Sierra is also 

negotiating an inter-control area agreement with the ISO. 

Enron states that it does not maHer who has physical (ontrol OVer these 

transmission systems, so long as the control is comparable to that exercised by the ISO 

for other transmission facilities in California. They suggest that the goal should be to 

ensure that all customers have the opportunity to choose dired access and that all 

energ)' service providers ha\'e comparable access to transmission and distribution 

facilities of regulated ulilities. \Ve agree that these goats are at the heart of the 

requirement that the utilities surrender control to the ISO. 

The record indicates that the ISO has found that it would be impractical for it to 

take control over PadliCorp's and Sierra's transmission facilities and thai it is, instead, 

seeking to finalize operating agreements with these firms. These actions appear 

consistent with the statutory requirement of comnlitting control to the ISO. It is lor the 

ISO to determine the best way to ensure that direct access customers and suppJiers e.ln 

gain access to each other across the tr.msmission systems owned by PacifiCorp and 

Sierra. HO\\'ever, we agree with Enron that, consistent with § 9600 (b), if the ISO should 

later decide that it is practical to assun\e control of their tr.lllsmission facilities, both 

PacifiCorp and Sierr,l must comply. Finally, in order to ensure "seamless" access (or 

customers, we adopt Enron's suggestion that both PacifiCorp and Sierrll be reqUired to 

modify their respective FERC tr,lIlsmission tariffs no later than thirty days after the ISO 
and transmission owners tariffs are approved by PERC. 

F. Power Exchange 

In its Preferred Policy Decision (0.95-12-063, as mod ified in D.96-01-009), which 

preceded the enactment of AB 1890, the Commission ordered PG&E, SDG&E, and 

Edison to sell all of their generi\ted power to the PX and to buy all energy required to 
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serve fuU service customers from the PX until the end of the transition period. In the 

Second Roadmap Decision, 0.96-12-088, we concluded that AB 1890 is silent on this 

point and that the mandatory buy/sell requirement remains in place. The applicants, 
here, propose neither to sell to, nor necessarily buy from, the PX. Kirkwood could 

neither buy (rom nor sen to the PX, since it is not conneded to the transmissiOn grid. 

Bear Valley has no generation to sell, is committed to buy its capacity (rom Edison and 

purchases all of its energy requirement on the open market. Both PadfiCorp and Sierra 

serve their customers with a mix of power (rom generating plants that are primaril)' 

located outside of California. The complexities of multi-state service and regulation 

suggest that it may be impractical Or counter-producth'e to require either of these 
companies to sell to or buy fr6m the PX. Thus, we are not prepared to impose a 
mandatory buy /scll requirement On any of the current applicants. 

The transacliOils of the PX remain of interest because of the need to lise a 
marketplace benchmark to calculate transition costs and charges. Below, we will 

address the role of Power Exchange prices in making those cakulation.,. 

Issues Related to Cost Recovery 

A. Cost Recovery for OngoIng Obligations and DIrect Access Implementatlon 

The (r.ll1sWon period, which is to end no later than December 31,2001; marks the 
last date for the recol'ery of most transition costs. Consistent with §§ 367(a)(2) and 376, 

PacifiCorp and Sierra seek authority to recol'er costs after the end of the transition 

period that are related to direct access implementation (to the extent such costs reduce 

the utility's opportunity to recover utility generation-related plant and regulatory assets 
and hal'e been found re.1sonable by FERC or this Commission after 2001) and 

uneconomic costs stemming from ongoing obligations (such as contracts (or purchases 

from qualifying facilities (QFs) under the Peder,ll Public Utility Regulatory Policies 

Act). These requests are appropriate under the stillute and consistent with our 

tr(>atment o( PG&E, SOC&E, and Edison. As Sierra has pointed out, the recovery after 

December 31,2001 of costs stemming from ongoing obligations is limited to costs 
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incurred after that date. Sierra and PacifiCorp arc authorized to maintain appropriate 

balancing accounts for these purposes. Bear Valley also ,,,,'iIl continue to track its direct 

access implementation costs in its Industry Restructuring Memorandum Account. 

However, Bear Valley will not have a transition period and mllst seek recovery of 

reasonable amounts in those accounts in subsequent rale cases. 

B. Pcrforrnance·Bas~d Rat~maktng 

PacifiCorp has a Performance-Based Ratemaking (PBR) plan currently in e((ed, 

scheduled to expire on December 31, 1999. The company plans to apply (or a new PBR 

mechanisn'l to apply to irs distribution function to become efCedive January 1,2000. 

None of the other applicants have approved PBR mechanisms in place. In 0.96-12.084, 

we approved a settlement between Sierra and ORA which extended a rate freeze that 

was then in effect and required Sierra to fife a new general rate appJication and PBR 

proposal to take cUed after the rate (reeze. lVe will direct PacifiCorp to fHe a new 

distribution PBR proposal no 'ater than December 31, 1998 and Sierra to file a 

distribution PBR proposal no later than Dtxember 31, 1999. No party has proposed that 

we pursue the use of PBR mEX'hanisms (or Kirkwood or Bear VaHey and it is logical to 

assume that [or these unique companies, broader assumptions about the efficacy of a 

I>BR mechanisnl may not apply. In subsequent r.lte proceedings for those companies, 

we will consider the appropriateness of pursuing some form of PBR in the future. 

c. Rate Freeze 

Section 368 requires an electrical corporation that is seeking to recover 

uneconomic generation costs to file a cost recovery plan which must, among other 

things, set rates for (>ach customer dass, r.lte schedule, contrMt, or tariff option, at levels 

equal to the level as shown on electric rate schedules as of June 10, 1996. It also requires 

that such utilities reduce rates (or residential and small commercial clistomers by at 

least 10% from those le\'els. These rates must stay in effect until the end of the 

transition period. As will be disclissed below, th(>sc requirements apply to PacifiCorp 

and Sierr,\ so long as they arc seeking to recover uneconomic costs. They do not apply 
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to Kirkwood and Bear VaHey, which arc not sC<'king the recovery of uneconomic costs 

and therefore do not have a transition period. Since the transition period for Kirkwood 

and Bear Valley ends before it begins, neither firm is required under § 368 to enter into 
or maintain a rate freeze. 

D. Transltlon Cost Recovery 

1. Deflnit/on and Requests 

Transition costs are lithe uncconoinic generation-r('Jated assets and 

obligations" listed in §§ 367 and 8-10(0, reasonable and necessary capital additions 

(§§ 367, 840(0), and ('ertain employee-related costs (§ 375i sre § 367(a)(I». 

Kirkwood is not seeking transition cost re(overy and, as discussed 

elsewhere, the rate frC<'ze and the 10% rate reduction provisions of the legislation are 
not applicable. Similar principles apply to Bear Valley. 

In their applications, PacifiCorp and Sierra have sought some form of 

transition cost recovery. PacifiCorp has entered into a stipulation withORA on some 

components of PacifiCorp's cost re(overy plan. PadfiCorp intends to fcC<'ze rates over 

the tr.tnsition period, but would not seek explicit transition cost rcco\'ery during Ihe 

rate freeze period. Instead, customers electing to purchase power from direet aCCess 

providers will receive a credit on their bills equal to the Wholesale market price of 

elechicity in relevant nlarkets. PacifiCorp proposes to usc the Dow-Jones California-

Oregon Border (COB) cJectric price index, as the basis of its market price credit. If this 

market credit is less than the embedded cost of gener.1tion included in the current 

tariffed prices .. PacifiCorp proposes to retain this differential to offset traJlsilion costs. If 
the market credit is greater than the embedded cost of gener.ttion, the residual 

component would be negative, i.e., PacifiCorp would not coHeet CTC and \\'ould 

essentially refund to direct access customers any stranded benefits associated with its 

system. Full service cllstomers would continue to pay frozen rates through 2001 or 

until Ihe r.tlc freeze ends. Following the transition period, PacifiCorp proposes to 

implement a specific CTC, effective January 1,2002, (or recovery of ongoing obligations 
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which become uneconomic as a result of competition in the generation (narkeL These 

anticipated costs consist of the above-nlarket costs of QF and power purchase contracts 

and any restructuring implementation costs that reduce PacifiCorp's opportunity to 

recover costs addressed in § 376. PaciflCorp is not seeking rccovery for employee-

related transition costs~ nor, as outlined in the stipulation with O~, any regulatory 
assets. 

2. Discuss/on of Headroom and TransItion Cost Recovery Approach 

ORA supports this aspect of PacifiCorp's proposal. Specifically, ORA 
recommends that the Commission should find that because PaciliCorp and Sierra 

Pacific are requesting recovery of uneconomic costs, these utilities must also implement 

a rate freeze and a 10% rale reduction for residential and sma)) commercial customers. 

ORA recommends that headtoom be defined as the diUerence between frozen rate 

levels and the utility's own operating costs as represented by the Power Exchange 

dearing price. ORA recommends that we approve the transition plans of PadfiCorp 
and Sierra in a manner which approves their opportunity to r(X'over ongoing 

contractual obligations and direct access implementation costs after 2001, consistent 
with the requirements of AB 1890. 

We do not agree with PaciflCorp's and Sierra's approach to transilion cost 
recovery fOr several reasons. Section 367 specifically requires this Commission to 

determine which costs may become uneconomic in the new competitive market. 

Unfortunately, there is no latitude provided in the legislation for the small and multi-

jurisdictionalutiJities. Although PaciHCorp and ORA have agreed that (reezing r.ltes as 

of June 10, 1996 and using the California·Oeegon electric price index as the basis of the 

market prke credit yields an estimate of uneconomic transition costs, we cannot rely on 

this estimate in determining those costs which may become uneconomic. \Vhile there 

arc certainly aspects of the small and multi-jurisdictional utililies that arc unique, to the 

extent such utilities are seeking transition cost recovery, we \\'i11 apply principles and 

guidelines which we ha\'e previollsly determined to be consistent with the Jaw and 
essential (or the transition cost reco\'ery of PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E. 
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Each utility sceking transition cost recovery must cstabJish a transition 

cost balancing account. First, § 367(d) requires that uncconomic costs "be adjusted 

throughout the period through March 31, 2002, to track accrual and recovery of costs." 

Sccondt theS(' balancing accounts are esscntial in the determina lion of what ultimately 

are considered uneconomic costs. As ORA correctly observcs, We cannot know whether 

headroom is insufficient to pay for llJ\e(onomic costs at this time. The determination of 

transition costs has several steps. The utilities must establish a balancing account to 

properly track eligible transition costs and applicable revenues. Thts Commission must 

determine the cosl categories that are eligible for transition cost recovery. FinallYt we 

must determine whether or not such costs and cost categories are uneconomic, based 

either on. market valuation Of a comparison of ongoing costs with the PX market-
clearing price or other acceptable market index. 

\Ve have reiterated many tin\es that we prefer a market-based approach to 
determining transition costs. This observation holds true (or the multi-jurisdictional 

utilities, as weJl as the three Ii:Mjor utilities. We have determined that there is no need to 

(orecast total transition costs at this pointJ because we cannot yet acquire correct 

information about the market-clearing price} or about market valuation. \Ve obviously 

do not have the same market power Conterns (or PacifiCorp and Sierra that we did for 

I'G&E, Edison, and SDG&E. Section 367(b) requires those assets subjed to valuation to 

be market valued by Dtxember 31, 2001. AgainJ there is no language exempting 

PacifiCorp and Sierr.l [rom this requirement. \Ve arc persuaded that even an appraisal 

of those assets that serve California customers would be a costly undertaking and 

would not necess.uily add significantly to ollr understanding of uneconomic costs at 

this time. The more prudent course is to wait until the states in which theS(' multi-

jurisdictional utilities oper.\tc undertake electric restructuring. \Ve presume that 

recovery of stranded assets would be a key element of any such propos-lis or law, as it 

has been in most other states and in the Federal effort to promote e!e<:lrie restructuring. 

\Ve also assume that such efforts will be well 01\ their wa}' by ye.u·end 2001. We order 

PaficiCorp and Sief(.l to estabJish transition cost balancing accounts which willlr.lck 

transition costs and tr.msition cost recovery and are established in sufficient detail to 
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track market valuation on a plant-specific basis. In addition, we order these (ompanics 

to report to us no later than July I, 1998 with a proposed mechanism (or establishing 

market values (or their generation assets. \Ve would prefer that this plan rely on the 

regulatory approach adopted in each utility's dominant state, but will require that an 

independent effort be undertaken if the processes adopted elsewhere will not produ(e 
timely information . 

. Headroom is defined as the difference between the (rozen rate levels as of 
June 10, 1996 and the utilities' reasonable (osts of providing service, which we 

identified in 0.96-12-077 as their authorized revenue requirements. D.97-08-056 

clarified the calculation of the competition transition charge (the rate associated with 

headioom) as equal to th~dil(erence between each utility's frozen rate and the 

combination of all other costs, i.e., the PX price, the distribution rate, the transmission 

rate, the public purpose program sur(harge and the nuclear decommissioning 

surcharge. PadfiCorp and Sierra must track both the reVenues accruing fron\ the 

calculation and (oHection of the transition charge and (rom market valuation when that 
valuation occurs. 

\Ve agree with ORA that headroom must be determined using the PX 
market-dearing price or other acceptable proxy (or ea.ch lltility's ~ost of generation. 

Seclion 367(c) provides expJicitly that going (orward costs must be recovered (rom 

either the PX or the ISO, with cerlain exceptions that are not applicable to PadfiCorp or 

Sierra. \Ve have defined going-forward costs as all costs necessary (or the continued or 
future operation of the pl<\nt or unit. (D.97-08-056, mimeo. at p. 22·23; Proposed 

Decision in Phase 2 of AppJic.lUon (A.) 96-08-001 et at, mimco. at p. 27.) No statutory 

exceptions are provided (or PadflCorp and Sierr,l Pacific on the relevant market 
mechanism (or recovery o( going-forward costs. 

As we discussed in the Phase 2 transition cost proposed decision, A8 1890 
reflects several (undamental concepts articulated in the Preferred Policy Decision. For 

example, § 367 outlines the variolls categories of costs which may be eligible (or 

lr,lnsilion cost recovery and reflects many of the findings of the Preferred Policy 

Decision in terms of transition costs. Uneconomic costs result (rom the difference 
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between the net book value and the market value of a utility's generation-related assets. 

Uneconomic costs may also result (rom honoring contractual obligations. \Ve 

determined that the uneconomic costs of QF and poWer purchase contracts would be 

calculated b)' comparing the contract price with the PX market-clearing price. 

(Preferred Policy Decision" mimeo. at p. 130.) The question before us now is whether 

the PX market-dearing price is a valid comparison point for PacifiCorp and (or Siena. 

PaciliCorp proposes to use the COB electric price index, as published in 
the \Vall Street Journal, as the basis for its market price credit during the transition 

period. By extension" We understand that PadfiCOrp \'w'Ollld use the COB index to 

establish the market-clearing price. As PacifiCorp and ORA describe it in their 

stipulation" this index provides on- and oU-peak pricing indexes and also provides a 

firm and non-lien\ breakdown. Since firm service is being proVided" PacifiCorp would 

base its market credit on the available firm service index. TI,e daily on-peak price 

indexes would be averaged over the billing period and applied to on-peak hour 

consumption. The daily olf-peak price indexes would be averaged over the billing 

period and applied to off-peak consumption. The results would be added together to 

calculate the billing credit. For customers without time-of-use metering, PacifiCorp 

would use customer class load profiles to develop a weighted average market energy 
price. 

PacifiCorp and ORA argue that the COB index is appropriate (or pricing 
service in PacifiCorp's northern California service territory be<'ause loads in that area 

C.lll receive capacity and energy from this regionl which is within the contemplated 

IndeGO systeml without incurring further tr.lnsmission wheeling charges. They argue 

that since the PX is JO(\lled outside of the IndeGD system" its prices will not refled the 

additional transmission costs that would be incurred to reach the Indl'CO system. 

No party has voiced an objection to this proposal. Because of the unique 

nature of PacifiCorp's transmission system and because PacifiCorp and its customers 

appear less likely to rely heavily on the PX to acquire energYI it is appropriate to lise an 

index that relates more directly to their sphere of influence. The COB index appears to 

(it this description. \Ve will allow PadfiCorp to lise this index as it enters the hansition 
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period. Sierra, which has a scrvice territory straddling the California-Nevada border, is 

proposing to use the PX priccs as its market benchmark. \Vhile its transmission system 

also bears unique characteristics, Sierra has not offered a preferred alternative. \Ve will 

use the PX as the market benchmark (or Sierra under the conditions adopted by 
D.97-11-026. 

3. Eligibility 

\Ve must now determine which generation-related assets are eligible (or 
transition cost recovery, consistent with § 367. Exhibit 6, Appendix A presents 

PadfiCorp's ownership interests in generating plant. PadfiCorp owns 65 megawatts 

(M\V) of California hydroelectric generation and 1,013 M\V of non-California 

hydroelectric generation. PacifiCorp also owns 7,334 M\V of thermal generation, the 

majority of which is coal-fired and is not located in California. of this total, 26.1 MW 

repr('Sents the nameplate rating of a geothermal facility. Total generation capacity 

equals 8,412.4 MWi total non-California generation is 8.347.4. The percentage of 

California-located generation equals approximately 0.8% of total generation. As of 

January 1, 1998, apprOXimately 2% of PacifiCorp's total r.lte base is alloc<lted to 
California, according to Exhibit 7, Appendix 8-1. 

The California-allocated share of Sierra's estimated net book value of all 
gener.ltion-related assets and obligations equals $19 million, which includes production 

plant, allocated common and intangible plant, and working capital, and accounts (or 
accumulated deferred income taxes. 

For PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison, We anticipated that hydroelectric and 

geothermal assets arc likely to be (Xonomic, even in the new competiH\'e era. (Preferred 

Policy Dccision, mimco. at p. 135. \Ve do not know whether these assets will be 

uneconomic for multi-jurisdictional St.1tCS. The uneconomic portion of all generation 

assets should be aJlocclted 10 California and should r(Xel\'e transition cost reco\'cc}'. We 

dired PadfiCorp and Sierra to include workpapers supporting the allocation o( 

generation assets to California in the ad\'ice letter establishing its trc'l1sition cost 

balancing accounl t,uilfs. The gcner"tion allocclted to California will be subjcct to 
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market valuation for purposes of § 367(b) because hydroelectric and geothermal assets 

may pro\'e to be economic, their depreciation should not be accelerated using transition 

cost revenues. Consistent with the requirenll"nts of § 367(b), which provides that the 

determination of uneconomic costs be based on a calculation mechanism that nets the 

value of above-market utility-owned generation assets and below-market utility-owned 

generation assets, hydroelectric and geothermal assets must also be market valued by 

year-end 2001. To the extent Ihese assets are above book value, as we expect, these 

positive values will be credited to the transition cost balancing account to offset 

transition costs. This approach is consistent with ensuring that transition costs recovery 
is completed as expeditiously as possible (§ 330(t).) 

As a first step in transition cost recovery, consistent with 0.97-06-060, 

PacifiCorp and Sierra must amorbte the net book value of the eligible generation assets 

allocated to California OVer the 48-month transition period. These generation-related 

aSS('ts should be written down to the estimated market value, but not below. In return 

for the reduced risk associated with tr .. msition cost recovery, we determined that it Was 

appropriate to reduce the cost of capital/or generation assets eligible (or transition cost 

recovery by selting the return on the percentage of the undepredated asset financed by 

equity at 10% below the long·term cost 01 debt. As we ha\'e explained in scveral of our 

decisions, AB 1890 confirms the reduced return on equity adopted in the Preferred 

Policy Dt."'Cision. (§ 367(d).) The same principles apply to PacifiCorp and Sierra. 

PacifiCorp and Sierr.l should base the accelerated amortization on net 

book value as of December 31, 1995. Seclion 367 adds specific requirements for 

transition cost recovery of capit.t! additions made after December 20, 1995: these costs 

arc allowed (to the extent they are uneconomic) "for (,(lpital additions to generi\ting 

facilities existing as of O('C('mber 20, 1995, that the commission determines arc 

reasonable and should be reco\'ered, provided that these additions are necessary to 

maintain the facilities through Dccernber 31,2001." PacifiCorp and Sierra should file 

scpar.lte applications shOUld they seek recovery of ('a pil a I additions made after this (ut-
of( date. 
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PacifiCorp also claims uneconomic costs of above-market QF and power 

purchase contracts. \Ve do not need to (orecast the amount of transition costs resulting 

from these abo\'e-market (ontr.1ctual obligations. Consistent with § 367, these costs 

may be recovered as incurred for the duration of the contr.lCt period. PacifiCorp and 

Sierra should include sub-accounts to track QF and power purchase contract costs and 

corresponding market recovery. For PadliCorp, market recovery should be based on 

comparison with the Dow Jones COB electricity index, as published in the \VaU Street 

Journal. For Sierra, it should be based on the Power Exchange prices. 

Section 376 provides that: 

"To the extent that the costs of programs to accommodate 
implementation of direct access, the Power Exchange, and the 
Independent System Operator, that have been funded by an 
electrical corporation and have been found by the commission or 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to be recoverable from 
the utilitts clistomers, reduce an electrical corporation's 
opportunity to recover its utility generation-related plant and 
regulatory assets by the end of the year 2001, the electrical 
corporation may recover unrecovered utility gener.ltion-plant and 
regulatory assets after December 31,2001, in an amount equal to 
the utility's cost of commission·approved or Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission approved restructuring-related 
implementation programs. An electrical corportltion's ability to 
c01l('(1 the amounts (rom retail customers after the year 2001 shall 
be reduced to the extent the Independent System Operator or the 
Power Exchange reimburses the eledrical corpori,tion (or lhe costs 
of any of these progr<lms." 

It is important to understand that these implementation costs arc not 

included in the statutory descriptions of trclnsilion costs. For PacifiCorp and Sierr", if 
the costs of progrclms to implement direct access implementation costs are incurred and 

authorized (or reco\'ery and if recover of these costs results in the utility not reco\'ering 

its (ull transition costs (as defined in §§ 367, 840{t), and 375) before the statutory 

deadline, then an extension of the period (or collecting transition costs is gr.lnted. \Ve 

will not know wHh any certainty to what extent authorized implementation costs 

displace defined trclnsilion cost recovery until the end of the tr<1Jlsitfon period. 
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In the Phase 2 transition cost proposed decision in A.96-08-001 el al., we 
carefully discussed various categories of costs for which PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E 

soughtlransition cost recovery. Consistent with § 367( c), We determined that it is 

necessary to draw a "bright line" between possible transition cost recovery as of 

December 31, 1997 and what should be recovered as a going-forward cost in the 

marketplace as of January I, 1998. For exantple, We ha\'e caHed for market valuation of 

materials and supplies inventories and gas and coal inventories as of December 31, 

1997,'or as close to that date as possible, in order to apply these principles consistently. 

\Ve do not have the information available to make such determinations in this case. \Ve 
direct PaciliCorp and Sierra to file additional information so that we can determine 

whether each utility is seeking lransition cost recovery for such items as materials and 

supplies inventories, fuel inventories, Construction \Vork in Progress, etc. In addition, 

we need more information to determine whether PadliCorp is still seeking transition 
cost recovery of regulatory assets and how the costs of those regulatory assets are 
estimated. 

E. Functlonalized Class Revenue RequJrements and Prices 

In D.97-08-056, we esl.lblished prindples to apply to the establishment of 

functionalized r.ltcs and class revcnuc requircments. 11\Ose principles should apply to 

all utilities, in the abscn~e of specific exceptions. One exception appears necessary (or 

l'aciliCorp and Sierra. For the other utilities, wc determined that transmission reven.ucs 

would be allocated by using tr.lnsmission marginal cost rcsponsibility and distribution 

revenues would be aUoc.lted by first allocating combined tr.lllsmission and distribution 
revenue requirements in. proportion to the sum of tr.msrnission and distribution 

marginal costs (including customer marginal costs) and then subtr.1Cting the aUoc.lted 
tr.Hlsn'ission revcnues. 

For PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison, Ir.Ulsmission and distribution re"enu('s arc 

relatively dose to their marginal cost revcnues while generation revenue requirements 
are signific.mtly in ex~css of marginal cost revenues. For PadfiCorp and Sierra, 

however, distribution and gener.ltion revcnue requirements dilfer significantly from 
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their related marginal cest revenues. For these companies, it is more appropriate to first 

allocate generation revenues in proportion to their marginal cost revenues and then 

assign distribution revenue requirements r~siduany after determining the allocation (or 

all other functions. Until it undergoes a general rate case to more precisely define its 
re\"(~nue requirement, it is acceptable for Kirkwood to use the sintplified approach 

proposed by its witnrss for unbundling rates. \Vith these exceptions, we will require 

the applicants to foHow the principles set forth in D.97-08-056 as well as any formally 
adopted modifications to those principles that are not company-specific. 

Functiona1i~ed revenue requirements by class for PacifiC6rp are included in Appendix 
B. Those for Sierra are included in Appendix C. 

Applicability of the 10% Rate Reduct/on 

A. RequIrements 

As We have noted, § 367 requires the Commission to tlidentify and determine 
those costs and categories of costs for generation-related assets and obligations, 
consisting of generation facilities, generation-related regulatory assets, nuclear 

settlements, and power purchase contracts, including. but Itot limited to, restructurings, 

renegoliations or terminations thereof approved by the commission, that were being 

collected in commission·approved rates on December 20, 1995, and that may become 

ultc<:onomic as a result of a competitive generation market, in that these costs may not 

be recovertlble in market prices in a competitive market, and appropriate costs incurred 

after December 20, 1995, for capital additions to gener.lting facilities eXisting as of 

December 20, 1995, that the commission determines arc reasonable and should be 

recovered, provided .hat these addilions are necessary to maintain the facilities through 

December 31, 2001." It also states that these uneconomic costs shaH be reco\'ered from 
all customers on a non·bypassable basis. 

Section 368 requires each utility to propose a "cost rc<:o\'ery plan" for the 

recovery of the uneconomic costs Identified by the Commission in compliance with 
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§ 367. The statute goes on to require that the cost recovery pJan contain these elements, 
among others: 

1. The cost recovery plan "shall" provide (or the identification and separation of 
individual rate components such as charges (or energy, transmission

l 
distribution, 

public benefit programs, and recovery of uneconomic costs. The separation of rate 

components "shaH" be used to ensure that customers of the electrical corporation who 

become eligible to purchase electricity from suppliers other than the electrical 

corporation pay the same unbundled component charges, other than energy, that a 
bundred service customer pays (§ 368(b». 

2. The cost recover ptan "shaU" freeze rates for each customer class, rate 

schedutel contrJct, Or tariff option, at levels in effect on June 10/ 1996, provided that 

rates for residential and small commercial customers IIshall" be reduced so that these 

customers will receive rate reductions of no less than 10% for 1998 continuing through 

2002. These rate le\'els for each customer class, rate schedule, cOnlract
l 
or tariff option 

must remain in effect until the earlier of Ma[(~h 31, 2002, or the date on which the 

commission-authorized costs for utility generation-related assets and obligations have 
been fully recovered (§ 368(a». 

These requirements are dear and unambiguous. The Legislature demonstr,lted 

its intention that the cost recovery plan requirements apply to all electrical corpor.ltions 

by creating explicit exceptions whNe it deemed them to be appropriate. There are no 

explicit exceptions that appear to apply to any of the small or nlU It i·jurisd ic tiona I 
electrical corpor'llions. 

B. Kirkwood and Bear Valley 

Neither Kirkwood nor Bear Valley is seeking to recover Ir.msilion costs. 

Kirkwood owns and operates scverill diesel gener.ltors with a cumulative c(lpacity of 

4.2 M\V serving the seasonal load of a ski <lTea. Bec.mse of its physical isolation and 

high ele\'ation, there arc no tr.lnsmission lines connecting Kirkwood to the larger grid. 

Although Kirkwood would welcome competitive energy providers, there is no 

apparent means for dclh'ering power to the service arca. \Ve find that becausc there is 
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no meaningful competition, there is no rerevant "market prke" against which to 

measure Kirkwood's cost of generation to determine uneconomic costs. Kirkwood's 

customers do not have an immediate prospect for altema.ti\'e providers and Ihe utility 

must plan for continuing to provide all of the area's energ}' needs. The utility docs not 

(oresee a transition to competition and, therefore, does not expect to experience 

transition costs. }-{o\"leverj Kirkwood docs plan to unbundle its rates and would 

welcome any direct access providers. Bear Vaney also serves a seasonal cllstomer base. 

The utility will offer dirC(t access tari(fsi but it docs not O,\'n any transmissionor 

generating reSources and does not have any potential transition costs. 

The rate freeze and the 10% rate reduction (or residenlial and small commercial 

customers required under § 368 need remain in c((ect only until the end o{ the transition 

period. Since neither Kirkwood nor Bear VaHey has identified costs to be recovered, 

neHher company will have a transition period. thusi § 368 does not require a rate 

freeze or 10"10 rate reduction {or Kirkwood or Bear Valley. Lateri we will consider other 

implications of the lack of a transition period lot these two companies. 

C. PaclfiCorp and Sierra 

PadfiCorp and Sierra prOVide a different set of challenges. Each is a Jarge~ multi. 

state utility with substantial generation and transmission CC'solirCes. Each agrees that 

the tr.lnsirion to competition (or generation services will leave it with uneconomic costs. 

Each hopes to reCOVer some of those une~onornlc costs during the transition period by 

providing direct access customers with a market-based energy credit instead of 

unbundling its embedded generation costs. To the extent that average market prices 

arc less than the gener.lIion COmponent of the utility'S r.ltes, the utility would collect 

extra reVenues that could serve to offset uneconon'\k costs. PadfiCorp acknowledges 

'hat under its preferred approachi it would be cotle<:ting transition costs. Sierr.l declines 

to lISC the words "tr.lnsition costs" but acknowledges that it hopes to rCCOVN some 
uneconomic costs in this way. 

NonethclcsSi each argues that it is'not obligated under § 368 to institute a 10% 

rate reduction. Firsti PaciliCorp argues that in its cost recovery plan, an electrical 
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corporation seeking transition cost recovery is not required to COft'pJ}' with specific 

provisions in § 368. Under this argument, the Commission courd approve any plan it 

finds reasonable, e\'en if it is inconsistent wHh § 368. PacifiCorp suggests that the only 

significance of the specific provisions of § 368 is that the Commission is compelled to 

approve it plan if it does comply with them. As We stated in 0.96-12-077 (a t mimco. 

p. 2), approving cost reto\'ery plans for PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison, We agree that we 

arc compelled to approve a plan that meets the conditions of the statute. However, we 

do not find in the language of the statute the freedom to approve plans that fail to 

satisfy its provisions. We acknOWledged in D.96-12-077 that our review of cost recovery 

plans is not merely a ministerial act of checking compliance with the statute
l 
since it 

provides only the broad framework within which the utilities must implement their 

cost recovery plans. However, PacifiCorp and Sierra are seeking approval of programs 

that are inconsistent with the broad (rClllcwork set forth in the statute. Section 368 
states that the utilities seeking the recovery of uneconomic costs must file a cost 

recovery plan, that plan must freeze rates at the June 10, 1996 level, the plan must 

reduce rates from the level (or residential and small business customers by 10% and it 

must provide (or appropriately unbundled charges. In D.96-12~077, we established the 

principle that to the extent any element of a cost recovery plan is inconsistent with § 368 

or any other provision of AB 1890, the language of the statute prevails. We cannot find 

in the wording of § 368 the freedom to approve plans that violate these explicit 
requirements. 

Sierr.l acknowledges that its proposal dOC's not expJicitly comply with § 368. In 

its Post·Hearing nrief, the compan}' reflects on the "remarkable dispatch" with which 
the Legislature dr,lfted and passed AU 1890 and states: 

"Sierr.l, unfortunately, did not a have a registered lobbyist in 
Sacrilmento in the summer of 1996 to guard its interests. 
Considering its low ri\tes, its good relations wHh the 
Commission and the fact that previous restructuring 
proposals had not b('en directed toward it, the company had 
no reason to believe legislalion would be enacted that could 
harm it economically or oper.ltionally. AB 1890 thus passed 
before Sierr.l was able to analyze the bill and determine the 
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extent to which the bill could harm the company if strictly 
applied ... Sierra's intent in submilting a plan that does not 
identify uneconomic costs as (transition costs) was not to 
evade A8 1890 but rather to comply directly with as much of 
it as possible without damaging the company economically 
or operationally .... " 

\Ve do not have the discretion in implementing AB 1890 to grant Sierra the 

exceptions it seeks. Section 368 requites comp1iance by "each electrical Corporation." In 

subportions of § 368, the Legislature creates specific exceptions, none of which appear 

to apply to PacHiCorp or Sierra. SubSection (e) allows utilities or certain size and make-

up to employ risk management toots to protect against the volatility of natural gas 

market prices. Subsection (d) allows greater fleXibility (or the recovery of nuclear costs. 

Subsection (e) allows utilities of certain size and make-up to receive annual base 

revenue increases in 1997 and 1998. As We observed in Our decision approving 

unbundled rates for PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison, the rules of statutory construction 

provide that "where exceptions to the general rule are sp~ified by statute, other 

exceptions are not to be implied or presumed." (See D.97-03-056 at mimco. p. 31). 

Thus, we are not able to take into account the special cin::umstances faced by Sierra and 

PacifiCorp nor to conclude that although they seek to recover uneconomic costs of 
generation, they need not conlply with the requirements of § 368. 

D. Edison's VIews 

Expressing a general interest in the interpretation of these provisions, Edison has 

filed briefs oUering its view of PadfiCorp and Sierra's obligation to offer a 10% r.lle 

reduction to residential and small commercial cllstomers. First, Edison argues that 

§ 367, which establishes the utilities' right to recover transition costs, docs not indicate 

that this right is contingent upon a reduction in r.ltes for residential and small 

commercial customers. \Vithout responding 10 Edison's assertions aboulthe nature of 

the utilities' right to recover transition costs, we note that Edison ignores the fact that 

§ 368 does create such a contingency. It states that a utility seeking recovery of 

uneconomic costs as described in §367 must file a cost recovery plan, which must 
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include a 10% rille reduction. Edison would suggest that these requirements do not 

matter, because the Commission can let the ulililies coUed transition costs anyway. If 

this is hue, then why did the Legislature include § 368 at all? If it was only to provide a 

set of conditions under which the Commission could not avoid approving transition 

cost recovery, then why \Vas this avenue not simply provided to the utilities as an 

option? Why Were the utilities required to file these plans? For the l.egislature to 

require utilities to file plans which they need not have, or to require that the plans 

include provisions that are not necessary to gain approval would have made the statute 

meaningless. We cannot accept such an interpretation when the plain language of the 
statute suggests otherwise. 

Edison goes on to argue that a utility cannot be required to reduce its rates by 

10% it it has not issued rate reduction bonds. \Ve previously rejectc~ this argument in 

0.96-12-077 (see mimoo. p. 9) where we approved lost recovery plans (or Edison and 

others, and stated both that § 368 (a) "requires the utilities' plans to include a rate 

reduction of at least 10% for small commercial and residential customerslJ and that 

II AB 1890 altows the utilities the option o( accomplishing the required rate reduction by 

issuing rale reduction bonds, as described in §§ 840-847." Edison sought modification 

of this language in a subsequent petition and continues to argue irs position, here. \Ve 

need not revisit this issue, here, because PadHCorp and Sierra have not applied for rale 

reduction bonds, as required under § 841(a). No Ill.alter what the merits of Edison's 

argument might be, the Jack of rate reduction bonds cannot be r.liscd as a protedion 

ag.linst the required 10% r.lle reduction when the utilities have not sought authority to 

issue the bonds. To hold otherwise would be to make the 10% r.lle reduction 

requirement meaningless: a utility could avoid the reduction simply by dedining to ask 
(or permission to issue the bonds. 

Edison argu('s that it might be impossible (or the smaller utilities to issue such 

bonds at all, and certainly impossible to issue them by January I, 1998. Thus, Edison 

suggests that the slatute must be interpreted not to require the 10% rate reduction, since 

the statule must not be interpreted to require a legal impossibility. I~irst, it is not dear if 

Edison is sugg('sting that either PacifiCorp or Sierra is a smaller utility. Regardless, its 
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suggestion that it might be impossible (or such a utility to sell bonds is conjecture. Since 

the utilities have not attempted to obtain rate reduction bonds, by January 1, 1998, or 

any other time, there is no basis (or reaching such a conclusion. More to the point, it is 

not impossible {or the utilities to reduce their residential and small commercial 
customers' rates by 10%. 

E. Conclusions Concerning the 10% Rate Reduction 

For all of these reasons, We find that if a utility offers plans to recover 

uneconomic costs of generation, all of the provisions of § 368 apply, including the 10% 

rate reduction {or residential and small commercial customer:;. The purpose for the cost 

recovery plan under § 368 is the recovery of the uneconomic costs of an electrical 

corporation's generation-related assets and obligations identified in § 367. \Vhere there 

are no such costs, there is no requirel11ent to file a cost recovery plan. However, We 

elect to apply the rate unbundling (rarnework of §368(b) to Kirkwood and Bear Valley 

eVen though neither is seeking transition cost recovery. &x:tion 365 (b) (1) states that 

the Commission must authorize direct transactions between electricity suppJiers and 

end use customers. That requirement applies to the Commission's treatment of all 

electrical corporations. As the Commission stated in its Preferred Policy Decision, the 

unbundling of utility [CVcnues and rates is fundamental to the competitive offering of 

electric sen'ices. Section 368 (b) provides the broad (rll.mework {or r<lle unbundling that 

will apply to the r.ltes {or all other customers of regulated utilities in the state. No 

[('ason has been offcred {or applying a lesser standard to Kirkwood and Bear Valley. 

As mentioned earlier, PacifiCorp is currently subject to a PDR mechanism. 

Under this mechanism, in the absence of the rate (reeze, PacifiCorp would anticipate 

raising its r<ltes in 1997 and 1998. PaciflCorp and ORA recommend that when 

calculating the 10% r.lle reduclion, the company be allowed to gh'e itself credit for the 

forgone ra.te increases. Similarly, Sierr<l points out that it reduced its r<ltes on June I, 

1996, ,,,,.hieh is only nine days beCore the "rate {re('ze" date in AD 1890. Sierr.l asks that 

it be given credit {or its earlier ratc change when calculating the 10% reduction. The 

c('sult o( either proposal would be a r.lle reduction of less than 10% from the rates in 
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effect on June 10, 1996. Such a result would be an explicit \'iolation of the statute
l 
which 

provides for no applicable exceptions. Thus, we cannot adopt these requested 
modifications. 

Sierra proposed to usc a balancing account to record the revenues lost due to the 
10% rate reduction, accruing interest at the company's weighted cost of capital. The 

company would recover the accrued balance over six years, beginning at the end of the 

transition period. ORA appears to support this proposal, but suggests that the interest 
rate correspond to the rate of commercial paper. 

The provisions of AB 1890 state that, with limited exceptions, transition costs can 
be recovered only during the transition period. An exception is the recO\fery of 

remaining fixed transition amounts as defined in § 840(d). Cost stemming from rate 

recovery bonds (as defined in § 840(e», which PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison have been 

pern\itted to issuel arc an example of fixed transition amounts. As we explained in 

D.97-09-054, for fixed transition amounts to be recoverable, we must so designate them 

in a financing order (as defined in § 840(c» if We determine, as part of our findings in 

connection with the financing order, that the designation of the fixed transition 

amounts would reduce rates that residential and sma)) commercial customers 2 would 
have paid if the financing order Wcre not adopted. 

If Sierra or PadfiCorp were to s(?'Ck post-transition period balancing account 

recovery (or revenues (orgone by the 10% fate feduction, they would be deferring the 

fecovery of transition costs until after the transilion period. Neither company has cited 

an exemplion in AB 1890 that would allow (or such recovery. In addition, Sierr.,'s 

proposal has two (eatures which may increase the burden on residential and small 

commercial flltepayers of the recovery of these costs. First, the company \ ... ·ould have 

taken no steps to reduce the financing costs. Second, since the company would not 

begin to recover the costs until after the trl,nsilion period, ratep"yers would (ace higher 
costs in the period immediately thcCt~'a(fer. The fixed transition amounts thai we 

approved (or other utilities will be amortized over ten ye.us, including the transition 

period, during which a portion of the otherwise-available he.ldroom revenues will be 
devoted to this purpose. 
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Sieff,l and PacifiCorp initially chose not to pursue rate reduction bonds, or any 

other financing mechanism. J( either company wishes to recover the cost of the 10% 

rate reduction, it may file a financing order pursuant to § 841 seeking authority to 

established fixed transition amounts for this purpose. In so doing. the company must 

demonstrate that its proposed financing method will lead to a re,lsonabJe cost of debt .. 

in light of the SllCCess other utilities have experienced in placing rate reduction bonds. 

In order to enable the utilities to seek effective recovery of its rate reduction costs, we 

wil) permit each company to track its (orgone reVenues in a memorandum account. If 
this commission approves the establishment of fixed transition amounts (or these 

purposes, we will apply an amortization period similar to those adopted for PG&E, 

SDG&E, and Edison, presumed to begin with the onset of the transition period. Thus, 

to maximize its opporhmit), for recovery, We encourage the companies to file any such 
request as SOOn as possible. 

PacifiCorp's initial transition pl,m proposal included no 10% fate reduction. In 

its opening brief .. PacifiCorp stated that if the Commission were to nonetheless require a 

10% reduction, it would withdraw its initial proposal and seek to continue receiving 

annual rate increases under its PBR mechanism. TIlis proposal also is inconsistent with 

the law. First, PadfiCorp has established that it faces uneconomic gencr<ltion ~osts, at 

le,'l5\ some of which it would hope to reCO\'er under froz(,11 rat('s. As we discussed 

abov(', PacifiCorp is obligated to track and account for those ~osts and to cease 

coll('(ling transition charg('s when it has recovered all of its uneconomic costs. It is 

tr,'lnsparent that if we Were to allow PadfiCorp to raise its rat('s, instead of freezing 

them, it would recO\'er e\'en more of its uneconomic costs without accountability and 

without instituting the r,'lte freC'zc or the required rate reduction for residential and 
small commercial customers. 

H, on the oth('f hand, we were to interpret PacifiCorp's alternative proposal as 

one under which the company would recover no tlne~onomic ~osts, then the company 

would not have a t(,'lnsition period. It would need to immediate)}' remove a1l 

embedded gener,Hion costs (rom its base revcnues and (ould only charge its (ull-service 

customers the market rate (or energ)'. In a mailer of weeks, this would require eilll('r 
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eliminating the company's current POR mechanism and determining an appropriate 

re"enue requirement, or establishing a new distribution-only PBR. In either event, 

rather than result in a rate increase, the process \ ... ·ould be likely to result in a rate 

reduction. For aU of these reasons, it would not be reasonable to adopt P.lcifiCorp's 
alternative proposal. 

\Vhile we find that the dear prescriptions of AB 1890 lead liS to these 

condusions, we recognize that PacifiCorp and Sierra of(er rates that much more dosely 

approximate the national average than do those offered by PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison. 

\Ve also recognize that none of the current applicants may have been part of the 

dialogue at the Legislature that led to the proVisions in AB 1890 and that the bill is 

devoid of specific references to these companies. It is not hard to imagiIle that one or 

both of these companies Illay choose to approach the Legislature, in response to this 

decision, in search of explicit exemptions from the otherwisc-requirM rate reduction. If 

the Legislature chooses to act On this issue, we encourage PadfiCorp and Sierra to work 

to ensure that we receive dear instmclions (rom the Legislature as to how We should 

implement any change from the 10% rate reductions that we order today. 

On December 3,1997, in its comments to the PropoS(><{ Decision, P.ldfiCorp 

expressed a willingness to forego recovery of all transition (osts other than the above-

market cost of QF (ontr.lCts, in order to avoid offering a 10% rate reduction to its 

resid('ntial and snlall commercial customers. PacifiCorp also says that, in such 

circumstances, it would prefer to (orego most transition cost rcco\'ery "in order to avoid 

extensive, burdensome strimded cost and valHation proceedings, and n'l:aintenance of 

numerous balancing accounts in a retail jurisdiction representing less than 2% of 

PacifiCorp/s ret.lil business." Under this proposal, th('fe would be no transition period 

and P.ldfiCorp would immediately go "ro market" by filing unbundled delivery r.ltes 

ef(ective (or the first (ull billing cycle after January I, 1998. The company would of(er 

gener.llion at market-based prices and asks to add a non-bypassable charge to rcco\'er 

the above market (ost of QF contracts (estimated by the company to total 
approximately $8 million over the next 18 }'ears). 
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The company offered this proposal for the first time only 13 days before the date 
of this decision. \Ve ha\'e not had the benefit of careful scrutiny or studied reaction 

from other parties. ORA appears to express general support (or this propos,,), although 

it objects to the reco\'ery of ongoing un~onoinic QF costs in such circumstances. No 
other party have offered its reactions. 

There is an inWal appeal to this proposat because it suggests a mechanism for 

PadfiCorp (and perhaps Sierra) to simplify the regulatory process and mOVe toward a 

more competitive environment immediately. PadfiCorp also would avoid prOViding a 
10% rate reduction for its residential and small commercial customers. \Ve arc 

sympathetic with that effort, since both PacifiCorp and Sierra have rates that arc 

comparatively lower th.ln those offered by PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison. However, 
PacifiCorp's proposal suffers from at least two significant problems. 

The first problem is that the proposal was not presented and considered in the 

underlying proceeding where other proposals Were presented, hearings were held and 
other parties participated. \Ve have not been able to c:-arefully test the merits of the 

proposal or the proposed market price. The second problem concerns the Jack of 

analysis or evidence addressing the market power implications of the proposal. TIle 

impact On competition of the policies of the Commission is one of the necessary 

clements to be considered in griUlling such authority. Section 330(1) endorses this 

commission's conclusions that generation of ele<:tridty should be open to competition, 

there should be a tr.msition (rom regulated to unregulated status through the usc of 

commission·appro\,ed market valuation mC<'hanisms and that there is a need to ensure 

that no participant in these new market institutions has 'he ability to exercise significant 
market power that could result in distortions in the oper<ltion of the new market 
institutions. 

PacifiCorp's proposal is to allow market·bascd r.ltes for generation to its 

cllstomers. Presumably, PacifiCorp would also wish to sdl its generation at market-

based prices. For the three large electric utilities, these concepts go together due to the 

PX buy/sell requirement. However, no such requirement is in place (or PadfiCorp and 

market power concerns arise for PacifiCorp in connection with sale of gener.llion that 
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are mitigated (or larger utilities. It might ha\'e been possible to consider PacinCorp's 
proposal in this proceeding if an accompanying plan was proposed to address 

treatment of PadfiCorp's gener.ltion assets, but there is no rc<ord on this topic. \Ve 

cannot adopt a partial plan at this time wHhout consideration of an intrinsically linked 
issue. 

The Legislature set forth the requirements of market valuation in § 377
1 

which 
states that should the utility choose to retain a generation asset toUowing market 

valuation, it must show that it is in the public interest to do so, in a (orum aHowing for 

hearing and a showing that to retainthe asset would 110t confer undue competitive 

advantage on the public utility. PacifiCorp seeks to retain control of its public utility 

generating assets without submitting to the inquiry dictated by § 377. To approve 

PadfiCorp's proposal in this context would be 10 ignore our obligation to ensure that 

the prices it offers to its customers reOect those of the appropriate competitive nlarket 
and that the market mechanism does not confer undue competitive ad Wtntage on the 
utility. 

There are at least two ways that PacifiCorp or Sierca could offer its customers 
market·based rates and be consistent with § 377. One would involve applying to the 

FERC for market·bascd r.lte authority through the Power Exchange by agreeing to a 

buy/sell requirement and market power mitigation measures such as a rate freeze, erc 
coHection and r.lte reduction. This would address any existing market power concerns 
in a m"nner consistent with other California investor-owned utilities prior to 

completion of market valuation and our issuance of the findings required under § 377. 

A second approach would involve acceter.lting the completion of market valuation and 

the processes required und('( § 377. In addilioll, we will give serious consideration to 
any innovative proposal that is consistent with applicable statutes. 
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PacifiCorp and Sierra retain the option of pursuing one of these avenues. We 

encourage PacifiCorp and/or Sierra to make the appropriate filings here and/or at 

FERC. However, this docs not obviate the need 10 institute the rate freeze and other 

requirements of § 368 on January 1, 1998. Those requirements continue to apply 

throughout the transition period. A decision by a utility to buy (rom and seJl to the 

Power Exchange would not, in itself, shorten the transition period. If a utility chose to 

pursue an accelerated review of its aSsets under §377 and was willing to forego further 

transition cost recovery, it might be able to shorten the transition period, alter which it 

would not be subjed to the rate freeze or the 10% rate reduction. 

In offering to forego transition cost recovery, PadfiCorp expressed the hope of 

avoiding the need to perform a market evaluation of its generating asSets. We want to 

make it dear that AB 1890 does not provide that opportunity; Section 216(h) states: 

IIGeneration assets owned by :my pubHt utility prior to 
January 11 1997, arid subject to rate regulation by the 
commission, shall continue to be subject to regulation by the 
conlmission until those assets have undergone market 
valuation in accordance with procedures estabJished by the 
commission/' 

This requiren\ent is repeated in § 377, which states: 

"The commission shaH continue to regulate the nonnuclear 
generation assets owned by any pubJic utility prior to 
January I, 1997, that are subject to commission regulation 
until those assets have been subject to market valuation in 
accordance with procedures established by the commission. 
If, after market valuation, the pubJk lltility wishes to telain 
own(>fship o( nonnuclear gener.ltion assets in the same 
corporation as the distribution utility, the public utmty shall 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the commission, through it 
public heMing, that it would be consistent with the public 
interest and would not confer undue competitive advantage 
on the public utility to retain 'hat ownership in the same 
corpor,llion as the distribution utilily. 

These requirenlents do not affect Kirkwood, which cannot provide me,lning(ul 

dire<t access and will continue to subject its generating assets to the commission's 
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jurisdiction. Nor do they affect Bear VaHey; which has no generating assets. However, a 

critical feature of our restru<:turing effort as it concerns PacifiCorp and Sierra is the 

introduction of market-place forces to gov~rn their dedsfoJ'\s about how to meet the 

energy needs of their full-service customers. In order to do this, each company Inust 

remove aU energy-related costs and generating assets from its California revenue 

requirements and its underlying rate base, effectively ending our regulation of these 

assets. Pursuant to §§ 216(h) and 377, a decision to Cease regulating these assets must be 

actively reached and can made only after the cOlnpfetion of market valuation. 

Although PadfiCorp and Sierra may file a § 377 application sooner, we will 

dired the utilities to complete the market valuation before the end of 200t. 

The Stipulation Between PaclfiC()rp and ORA 

On October 8, 1997, while hearings were in progress, PadfiCorp and ORA 

offered a stipulation which appears as an appendix to this order. This stipulation 

reflects areas of agreement belweel\ the two parties, but was not presented as a 

settlen\ent pursuant to our rutes o( practice and procedure. No other parly has 

endorsed the stipulation in its entirety and some parties disagreed with many of its 

provisions. \Ve ha,'e addressed the merits of the terms of the stipulation throughout 

lhis opinion. Here, we will o((eT a sUnHnar}' of the status 01 the VtUious proposals 
contained in the stipulation. 

1. hnplen'lentatlon of Direct Access 

This proVision is consistent with our finding that Pa.cifiCorp, as well as all orh('C 

applk,lnts, must provide direct access to all customers on January 1, 1998. 

2. Bill Unbundling 

This portion of thestipuJation accur,ltely describes ",helt PacifiCorp is expected 

to do on January I, 1998, but docs not reflect the requirement thal PacHiCorp (ully 
unbundle its r,ltes by June 1, 1998, as discussed e(irlier. 
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3. Consumer EducatiOn Plan 

This language accurately reflects that PaciliCorp's Consumer Education Plan was 

approved in 0.97-08-063. 

4. Public Purpose Programs 

The language in this section of the stipulation is consistent wilh this dedsion. 

5. ReJlabllity and Safety 

As is refleded in this section, PadfiCorp and the other applicants are expected to 

participate in and comply with Our proceedings relating to reliability and safety. 

6. Independent System Operator and Power EXchange 

\Ve have approved the proposal that PadflCorp participate in IndeGO provided 

that the ISO agrees. Under this decision, the ISO retains the final word as to how the 
Pad/iCorp and Sierra transmission systems arc controlled. 

7. Cost Recovery of OngoIng OblfgaUons and Direct Access 
Implementation 

This section accurately describes the approach we arc adopting (or PacifiCorp in 
this decision. 

8. Performance-Based Ratemaklng 

As discllssed earlier, we arc unable to approve PadfiCorp's request to provide a 

credit (or forgone PBR-dcrivcd rate increa5('s when calculating the 10% rate reduction 

required under § 368. In other respectsl this section is acceptable. 

9. Rate Freeze 

PadHCorp is required to freeze its rafes until the end of the trclOsition pcriod or 

December 31, 2001, whkhever comes sooner. Howcvcr, it must also institute the 10% 

rate reduction (or residential and small commerdal customers discussed earlier. 
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10. Rate Reduction Bonds 

This section appears to accurately reflect PacifiCorp's intention not to seek Rate 
Reduction Bonds. 

11. Transition Cost Recovery 

This section accurately reflects the COB index that we arc approving in this 

order, but does not accurately rencet the bill unbundJing, rate reduction, and transition 
cost recovery processes described in this order. 

12. FuncUOnalized Class Revenue Requrrements and Prices 

This section accurately reflects the approach adopted in this order (or allocating 
PacifiCorp's reVenues by class. 

Issues About PaclfiCorp's Transition Plan RaIsed by RIchard and Ryan 
Schilder 

Richard and Ryan Schader are father and son farmers ncar California's northern 
border who are served by PadfiCorp. They have provided, (or the record in this 

proceeding. an eloquent description of the challenges they face as competitive (armers 

and the importance o( reasonable pumping costs in meeting those chatleng(>S. They 

question PacifiCorp's assertion that its r~lles arc low when compared to those of PG&E 

and other California utilities by presenting an historic.ll comparison o( the r.lles they 

have paid to PacifiCorp and those paid by (.umers in the region who arc served by 

PG&E. The questions they rlljse about the appropriateness of PacifiCorp's rates are 

beyond our reach as we head into a lengthy r.ltc (reeze. The issues they r.lise about the 

emdency of PacifiCorp's opec.ttion and appropriate revenue levels must be mOl(> 

thoroughly examined when we ICview and re<onsider PadfiCorp's PBR mechanism. 

As an agricultural customer, the Schadecs do not st.1Ild to benefit (rom the 10% 

rate reduction (or residential and small commercial customers. 1I0\ ... ·e\'er, it is our 

fervent hope that they do stand to benefit (rom the availability of competitive energy 

providers. They have appropriately highlighted the significant impact of high charges 

(or distribution. This is one o( the challenges PacifiCorp's California customers face in 
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more remote and rural areas. However, we will continue to seek approaches for 

lowering those costs through the PBR process as weH as more traditional cost-based 

regulation. However, the onset of the transition period and the concurrent rate freeze 

preclude us (com having a direct impact in this area in the next few years. 

Conclusion 

\Vith this decision, we set the stage for the im'olvement of PafidCorp, Sierra, 

Kirkwood, and Bear VaHey in California's restructured electric ll:larket. \Ve must now 

mOVe quickly to implecnenl the conclusions that We teach here. In 0.97-10-087, we 

grJnted interim approval to the tari((s, rate schedules and service agreements proposed 

by PadfiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Valley, pending the outcoil\e of this proceeding. \Ve 

also diredcd those companies to file advice letters containing their final direct access 

tariffs, related rate schedules, other affected rate provisions and service agreements 

within 45 days from the date of this decision. Those Wings must be consistent with the 

requirements applied to other electrical corporations in 0.97-10-087, subject to any 

modifications resulting from this decision. \Ve will continue to adhere to the schedule 

set fOrth in 0.97-10-087, with one exception. Because the 10% rate reduction for 

residential and small commerdal customers must take effect no later than January I, 

1998, we will direct PadfiCorp and Sierra to file revised tMiffs necessary to reflect this 

reduction within 5 working days of the issuance of this decision. Kirkwood should also 

lite any revised tariffs nC(essary to implement this dedsion within 45 days. 

Findings of Fact 

1. Bear VaHey owns no electric genertltion facilities, and Kirkwood has no 

Ir.1nsmission facilities and is therefore not connected to the regional transmission grid. 

2. Each of the applicants has pledged to proVide its customers with diced access to 

the services of competing energy providers beginning January I, 1998. 

3. Because there arc no apparent avenues to competition, it is premature to require 
Kirkwood to submit a detailed direct access p!.tn. 
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4. PU Code §§ 368(b) and 392(b) require that all customers be informed of the 

portion of their charges that refle<t uneconomic cost. 

S. In order to understand the risks and benefits 01 direct access, customers must be 
fully informed of the charges that they stand to avoid. 

6. \Ve see no reason that (ompeting energy providers should face different 

conditions concerning (evenue cycle services when oflering to serve the customers of 

these applicants than they face when seeking to scrve the customers of PG&E, SDG&E, 
or Edison. 

7. Its current contracts require Bear Valley to take all generation capacity from 

Edison, but do not require it to acquire ancillary services (rom Edison. 

8. \Ve do not interpret § 381 as requiring that we adopt a new funding level for the 
public purpose programs of any of the applicants. 

9. It is. reasonable (or Bear Valley to devote 1.4% of its revenlles to public purpose 
programs. 

10. Kirkwood has fewer than SOO custOIilers. 

11. Section 382 requires that ele<trical corporations continue to fund programs 

provided to low-income electricity customers, including. but not limited to, targeted 

energy-eUiciency services and the CARE program, at not less than 1996 authorized 
levels based on an assessment of customer need. 

12. An allocation by Kirkwood of 1% of its revenue requirement to low-income and 
CARE programs ",'ould generate $2,200. 

13. It is most important to preserve adequate funding (or low-income and energy 
efficiency progr.lms. 

14. No California electrical corpor.ltiou can be authorized to collect any competition 

transition charge unless it commits control of its tr.msmission facililies to the ISO. 

15. PacifiCorp and Sierril Pacific each owns and oper.1.tes transmission facilities in 

California and each anticipates experiencing uneconomic generation-related costs aJ'ld 

hopes to recover at least some of those costs through tr.lnsition charges. 

16. The goal of whatever control the ISO exerts should be to ensure that all 

customers have the opportunity to choose direct access and that all energy service 
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providers have comparable access to transmission and distribution laciiities o( 
regulated utililies. 

17. The ISO has found that it would be impractical (or it to take ~on'rol over 

PacifiCorp's and Sierra's transmission facilities and is, instead, seeking to finalize 
operating agreements with these firms. 

18. Kirkwood could neither buy from nor sen to the Power Exchange, since it is not 
connected to the transmission grid. 

19. Bear VaHey has no generation to sell, is committed to purchase its capacity (tom 
Edison and purchases aU of its energy requirements on the open market. 

20. The complexities o( multi-state service and regulation suggest that it may be 

impractical or counter-producHve to requite either Pad (iCorp or Sierra to sell to or buy 
from the Power Exchange. 

21. It is consistent with §§ 367(a)(2) and 376 (or PadfiCorp and Sierra to recover 
costs after the end of the transition period that are related 10 dirc<:t a~cess 

implementation (under some circumstances) and uneconomic costs stemming from 

ongoing obligations (such as contracts (or purchases (rom QFs under the Froeral Public 
Utility Regulatory Policies Ad). 

22. Section 368 requires an eledrical corporation that is seeking to receive recovery 
of uneconomic generation costs to file a cost recovery plan which must, among other 

things, set rates for each customer class, rate schedule, contract, or tariff option, at levels 
equal to the level as shown on electric rate schedules as of June to, 1996. 

23. Section 368 also requires that such utilities reduce rates (or residential and small 

commercial customers by at least to% (rom those le\'e!s. These riltes mllst stay in effeci 
unliJ the end of the Ir.msition period. 

24. Since the tr.msHion period for Kirkwood and Bear Valley ends before it begins, 
neither (irm is required under § 368 to enter into or maintain a Mle freeze. 

25. Section 367 specifkaHy requires this Commission to determine which costs may 
become uneconomic in the new competitive market. 

26. \Ve c.lnnot know whether headroom (or PadfiCorp or Sierra is insufficient to 
pay for uneconomic costs at this time. 
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27. There is no need to forecast total transition costs at this point~ because we cannot 

yet acquirc correct information about the market-clearing price, nor about market 
valualion. 

28. Section 367(b) reqUires those assets subject to valuation to be market valued by 
December 31,2001. 

29. EVen an appraisal of generation assets which servcCalifornia customers 01 
PacifiCorp and Sierra would be a costly undertaking and would not necessarily add 
significantly to Our understanding of uneConomic costs at this time. 

30. HeadrooJh must be deterinined using the pX market-dearing pricc as a proxy 
for each utility's cost of generation. 

31. The COB index is appropriate (or pricing service in PacifiCorp's northern 

California service territory because loads in that arca can receive capacity and energy 

from this region, which is within the contemplated l"deGO system, without incurritig 
further transmission wheeling charges. 

32. Only the fossil generation that is allocated to California should receive transition 
cost recovery. 

33. It is necessary to make a clear distinction between possible transition cost 

recovery as of December 31,1997 and what should be recovered as a going-fonvard cost 
in the marketplace as of January I, 1998. 

34. For l>acifiCorp and Sierrit, it is appropriate to aHocatc generation revenues in 
proportion to their marginal cost re\'enues and then assign distribution revenue 

requirements residually after determining the aUocation (or all othl'r (unctions. 

35. Section 368 requires that PacifiCorp and Sierra prOVide for the identification and 
separ.lllon of individual r,\te components such as charges for energy, transmission, 

distribution, public benefit progr.lms, and recovery o( uneconomic costs. 

36. 5e<:tion 368 requires that PaciHCorp and Sierra freezc r.ltl'S (or each customer 
class, r.lte schedule, conteMt, or tariff option, at levels in cC(ect on June 10, 1996, 

provided that rat('s (or residclltial and small commercial customers "shaH" be reduced 

so that these customers will receivc rate r('ductions o( no less than 10% for 1998 
continuing through 2002. 
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37. Section 368 does not require a rate freele or 10% rate reduction for Kirkwood or 

Bear Valley. 

38. If a utility offers plans to recover uneconomic costs of generation, all of the 

provisions of § 368 apply, including the 10% rate reduction for residential and small 
commercial customers. 

39. section 365 (b) (1) states that the Commission must authorize direct transactions 

between electricity suppliers and end use customers. That requirement applies to the 
Commission's treatment of all electrical corporations. 

40. To approve a rate reduction of tess than 10% (rom the rates in effect for 

PadfiCorp and Sierra on June 10, 1996, would be an expHcit vjoJation of the statute, 
which provides (or no applicable exceptions. 

41. It wouldbe inconsistent with the law i( PacifiCorp were to receive annual rate 
increases under its PBR mechanism in lieu of a transition period. 

42. If we were to a11o\ .... PacifiCorp to raise its rates, insle.1d of freezing them, it 

would recover even mOre of its unffonomic costs without accountabHity and without 

instituting the rate freeze or the required rate reduction for residential and small 
commercial customers. 

Conclusions of law 

l. Because there are no apparent avenues to competition for electric generation, it 
is premature to require Kirkwood to submit a detailed direct access plan. 

2. The transition charges must be dearly stated on all customer bills, bundled or 

otherwise, and the r.ltes for all customers must be (ully unbundle by function. 

3. \Ve should allow PaciflCorp and Sierr.l to employ their proposed market index 
credit approach until June I, 1998. 

4. As of June 1, 1998, bills for all of their customers must include a separate 

accounting for the full embedded cost of gener.,tion and competith'e transition charges. 

5. By February I, 1998, PadfiCorp, Sierri', Bear Valley, and Kirkwood should be 

required to file proposals (or unbundling and separ"tel}' charging (or revenue cycle 
servi(('s. 
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6. PacifiCorp, Sierra, Bear VaHey, and Kirkwood must begin to accommodate 

third-party meters and metering services consistent with 0.97-05-039 and be ready to 
enter into service agreements with competing firms. 

7. \Ve should direct Bear VaHey to separately identify, and credit to the biBs of 
qualifying dired access customers, its ancillary costs. 

8. \Ve should require that funds for public purpose programs continue to be 

colleded at current levels and be submitted to the appropriate oversight boards for 
distribution. 

9. Because of its exceedingly Snia)) clistomer base, We should not create a public 

pUrpose funding requirement for Kirkwood on the basis of its existing revenue 
requirement. 

lO. Consistent with § 38i, we witl require PacifiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Valley to 

maintain their current levels of funding [or low-income and CARE programs. 

11. lOW-income and CARE funds should be submitted to the Low Income 
GO\'eming Board for furlher disbursement. 

12. lVe should not require Kirkwood to allocate funds to the CARE program 

because of the smaH amount of revenues that it would generate compared to any likely 

administrative costs and the apparently minimal number ollow-inconle cllstom('fS in 
its service territory. 

13. \Ve should direct PadfiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Valley to maintain the current 

level 01 funding for low-income energy efficiency and CARE progr.lms and to allocare 

the remaining public purpose progr.lll\ funds evenly across the two remaining 
categories. 

14. PacifiCorp and Sierra must commit control of their California tr.lI1smission 
facilities to the ISO. 

15. It is (or the ISO to determine the best way (0 ensure that direct access clistom('fS 

and suppliers ('an gain access to each other across the transmission systems owned by 
P.lcifiCorp and Sicrr<1. 
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16. I'acifiCorp and Sierra should be required to modify their respedivc FERC 

transmission tariffs no later than thirty days a(ter the ISO and transmission owners 
tariffs arc approved by I~ERC if necessary. 

17. \Ve should direct PacifiCorp to file a new distribution PBR proposal no latcr 
than [)c(ember 31,1998. 

18. Sierra should file a distribution PBI{ proposal no later than December 31,1999. 

19. While there are certainly aspeds of the small and multi-jurisdictional utilities 

that are unique, to the extent such utilities arc seeking transition cost recovery, We 

should apply principles and guidelines which we have previously determined to be 

consistent with the Jaw and essential (or the transition cost recovery of PG&E, Edison, 
and SDG&E. 

20. We should order PacillCorp and Sierra to establish transition tost balancing 

accounts which witl track transition costs and transition cost recovery and are 

established in sufficient detail to track market valuation on a plant-specific basis. 

21. \Ve should order PacifiCorp and Sierra to report to us no later than Juty I, 1998 

with a proposed mechanism (or cstablishing market values (or their generation assets. 

22. \Ve should allow PacifiCorp to use the COB index as it enters the transition 
period. 

23. \Ve will usc the Power Exchange as the market benchmark (Of Sierra under the 
conditions adopted by D.97-1] -026. 

24. PacifiCorp and Sierrt' should include workpapers supporting the allocation of 

all genertltion assets to CaHfornia in the advice letters establishing their transition cost 
balancing account tariffs. 

25. As a (irst step in trt,nsition cost recovery, consistent with 0.97-06-060, PacifiCorp 

and Sicrr,l must amortize the net book value o( the eligible generation assets allocated 
to Cali(ornia during the transition period. 

26. PadHCorp and Sierra should base the acceler,lted amortization on the net book 

value of the uneconomic genef<ltion assets as of December 311 1995. 

27. PacifiCorp and Sierra should include sub-accounts to trtlCk QF and purchase 
power contrllct costs and corresponding market recovery. 
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28. For PacifiCorp, market recovcry should be based on comparison with the Dow 

Jones COB electricity index, as published in the \Vall Street Journal. For Sierra, it 
should be based on the PO\\'er E~~hange prices. 

29. \Vc should dirtXl PacifiCorp and Sierra to file additional information so that we 

can determine whether each ulility is seeking transition cost recovery (or such items as 

materials and suppJies im'entories, fuel inventories, Construction \Vork in Progress. etc. 

30. \Ve need filore infornlation in order to dNNmine whether PadliCorp is still 

seeking transition cost recovery of regulatory assets and how the costs of those 
regu1atory assets are estimated. 

31. \Ve established principles to apply to the~stablishment of functionaJized rates 

and class revenue requirements in 0.97-08-056. The principles should apply to all 
utilities, in the absence of spedlic exceptions. 

32. \Vith one exception specified in this decision (relating to (ufictionalized revenue 

allocation), we should requite the applicants to (ollow the principles sct (orth in 

0.97-08-056 as well as any formally adopted modifications to those principles that ate 
not company-specific. 

33. The Commission should apply rate unbundling framework of § 368(b) to 

Kirkwood and Bear Valley even though neither is seeking transition cost ceco\'ery. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. As of January t 1998, Southern California \Vater Company's Bear Valley 

Electric (BcJr Valley). Kirkwood Gas and Eleclric Company (Kirkwood), PacitiCorp and 

Sierr., P.,cific Power Company (SiNr,l) (coUecHvely, the applicants) shaH provide their 

electric customers wHh dirtXt access to competilh'c energy services in a manner 

consistent with this order and Decision (D.) 97-10-087. 

2. Because its customers havc no apparent access to competitive energy sen'ices. it 

is not necessary (or Kirkwood 10 submit a detailed direct access plan at this time. 
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3. FromJanuary I, 1998 through no later than May 31, 1998, PaciHCorp and Sierra 

shall provide energy credits on the bills of direct access customers as proposed in their 

transition plans. No later than June 1, 1998, the applicants shall separately state on their 

bills, charges for energy, transmission and distribution services; where applicable, the 

applicants shall separately state charges (or public benefit programs and uneconomic 

costs. Subject to qualifications set forth in this decision, the applicants shall follow the 

principles set forth in 0.97-08-056 for the functional all()('ation of revenues. 

4. No later than February 1, 1998, PacifiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Valley shall submit, 

through a new application, proposals for implementing the three billing options set 

forth in 0.97-05-039 and [or S('parating costs for reVenue cycle services as set forth in 
that order. 

S. As of January 1, 1998, PacifiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Valley must begin to 

accommodate third-parly meters and metering services in a manner consistent with 

D.97-05-039 and be ready to enter into service agreements with competing firms. 

6. Bear Valley shall include, in its credit on the bills for qualifying direct access 

cllstomers, a credit (or ancillary costs, which include system protection services, line 
tosses and energy imbalance services. 

7. Public purpose programs shall be funded by the applicants at the le"els 

indicated in this decision the funds shall be submitted to the appropriate oversight 

boards (or distribution. \VUhin 30 days of this decision, applicants shall file in this 

proceeding and submit to the EnNgy Division, a tabular report with corresponding 

citations o( authorit}' (or each of the amounts that make up the current public purpose 

program funding levels. The rcport shall include the following major c<\tcgorics: (1) 

Energy Efficiency Progr,lms, (2) Low Income I~nergy Efficiency Progr.lnlS, (3) CARE, (4) 

RD&O, and (5) RenewabJcs. Applicants shall also include meaningful subcategories as 

appropriate, inclUding authorized administr,1Uon costs. These reports shall be 

forwarded to the ovccsight boards as well. 

8. Kirkwood shaH not be requited to set aside funds [or public purpose programs 

on the basis of its current CC\'enue requirement. J lowever, Kirkwood shall file a new 
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general rate case application no later than December 31, 1998 which shall include a 

proposal (or an appropriate level of pubJic purpose program funding. 

9. PacifiCorp and Sierra shaH submit control of their California transmission 

systems to the Independent System Operator (ISO). The ISO will determine the 

appropriate level of control to ensure that direct access customers and suppliers can 

gain aCcess to each other across the companies' respe<:ti\'e transmission systems. 

10. PadfiCorp shall tile a new distribution Performance-Based Ratemaking (PBR) 
proposal no later than December 31,1998. 

11. Sierra shall file a distribution PBR proposal no latcr than December 31,1999. 

12. PaciliCorp and Sierra shall each freeze its rates {or each customer class, rate 

schedure, contract or farti( option as shown in its dectric rate schedules <'Is of June 10, 

1996. However, effective January I, 1998, each shall reduce its rates in e((e<t as of that 
date {or residential and small cOffiIilercial customers by 10%. 

13. In that neither utility is seeking the recovery of un~ononlic generation costs, 

neither Kirkwood nOr Bear Valley is required to freeze its rates or to instilute a 10% rate 
reduction. 

14. \Vithin 45 days of the date of this de<:ision, PacifiCorp, Sierra, and Bear Vallcy 

shall file advice letters with revised tariffs implementing this and other Commission 

decisions as required in 0.97-10-087. However, PadfiCorp and Si('[r~' shall (He revised 

tariffs necessary to reOe<:t the 10% rate reduction for residential and small commercia) 

clistomers within 5 working days of the issuance of this dedsfon. The protest period lor 
the latter filings is hereby shortened to 10 days. 

15. PadfiCorp and Sierra shall apply principles and guidelines which we have 

previously determined to be consistent with the law and essential for the transition cost 

recovery of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas &. Electric Company, and 
Southern CaJifornia Edison Company. 

16. \Vilhin 5 working days of the date of this dedsion, PacifiCorp and Sierra shall 

file advke leUers establishing transition cost balancing accounts which will track 

tr~lJ1sition costs and tr.,nsilion cost reco\'cry and arc established in sufficient detail to 
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track market valuation on a plant-specific basis. The protest period for these advice 
letters is hereby shortened to 10 days. 

17. No later than July I, 19981 PacifiCorp and Sierra shall file applications proposing 

a mechanism for establishing market values for their generation assets. The application 

should include information that will enable the Commission to determine whether 

either utility is seeking transition (ost recovery for such items as materials and supplies 
inventories, fuel inventories and Construction Work in Progress. In addition, 

PacifiCorp shall prOVide sufficient information toenable the Commission to determine 

whether the (ompany is seeking transition (ost recovery of regulatory assets and how 
the costs of these assets are estimated. 

18. PacifiCorp and Sierra shall use monthly average power exchange prices as the 
basis [or its market price credit and as a benchmark to assess market reco\'ery of 
generation costs. 

19. In all other respects, the applications are approved. 
20. These proceedings are dosed. 

This order is cCfective today. 

Dated December 16, 1997, at S.1n Francisco, California. 

\Ve will file a partial dissent. 

/s/ JESSm J. KNIGHT, JR 
Commissioner 

/s/ JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
Commissioner 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
President 

JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHA(~D A. DlLAS 

Commissioners 
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In the Malter of the Application for ) 
Approval of PacifiCorp's (U 901-E) ) 
Transiti6n Plan ) 

-. 

APPENDIXB 

A.97-05-011 

STIPULATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN PAC/FICORP AND 

OFFICE OF RATEPAYER ADVOCATES 

Pursuant to the California Public Utilities Commission (-Commission1 Rules of 
Practite and Procedure, Sectiorl51.3 CRute 51.a1. the CommissiOn's Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates (-ORA-) and PacifiCorp (or the -Campany") (coHectively. the 
·Parties·) respectfully submit to the Commission this Stipulation Agreement. The 
Parties believe the Stipulation represents resolution of issues which is fair, just, 
reasonable and in the pubric interest. In addition, the Parties desire (0 avoid the 
expense, inconvenience and uncertainty attendant to protracted litigation of issues in 
dispute between them led to negotiation and execution of this Stipulation Agreement. 

In entering into this Stipulation Agreement the Parties recognize that agreement 
has not been (aached on the issue of the interpretation of Section 368 of AB 1890 'Nith 
respect to whether PacifiCorp is required to reduce rates by ten percent (or irs 
residential and small commercial customers. PadfiCorp contends that a Section 368 
rate (eduction Is not mandatory under the Company's preferred cost recovery plan: 
ORA contends that such a decrease Is required. The Initial and Reply Briefs addreSSing 
this issue have been submitted by interested parties in this proceeding. The Parties 
propose that the Commission authorize PacifiCorp to ·credir inCfeases justified by 
PacifiCorp's performance-based ratemaking {·PBR"} mechanism, but foregone by the 
company, as part of any tequired rate reduction. See Section 8 below. If the 
Commission does not authorize PacifiCorp's preferred cost recovery plan, including the 
crediting of foregone PBR rate increases, PacifiCorp seeks authorization t6 implement 
its Alternate Cost Recovery Plan. By executing this proposed Stipulation, no signatory 
party Is endorsing PacifiCorp's Alternate Cost Recovery Plan. 

Background 

On or about May 5, 1997, PacifiCorp (U 901·E), filed ils Transition Plan setting 
forth ils proposals to afford direct access to all of the Company's California retail 
customers effective January 1. 1998. PacifiCorp's Original Transition Plan filing is 
attached her~to and identified as Stipulation Exhibit A. 
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On May 30, 1997, pursuant to instructions (rom ALJ Minkin, PacifiCorp served 
on all parties of record in R.94-04-031 and 1.94-04-032 a Notice of Availability of 
PacifiCorp's Application for approval of Transition Plan. 

The Office or Ratepayer Advocates filed a protest to PacifiCorp's Transition 
Plan app1ication on July 2. 1997. 

In PacifiCOfp'S May. 1997. Transition Plan filing, the Company propOsed a 
preferred and an alternate approach to cost recovery. The Stipulation sets forth issues 
that the Parties have resolved be ween themsetves, and proposes that the CommissiOn 
adopt the agreed-upon positions when authorizing a Transition Plan fot PacifiCorp. 

Issues Settled by ORA and PacifiCorp 

The forrowing sets forth those components of PacifiCorp's proposed Transition 
Plan agreed-upon by the Parties: • 

.. Components of Direct Access PtopOsal. 

1. Implementation of Direct Access. 

PacifiCorp \ViII provide direct access to all its CatifOrnia customers on January 1, 
1998, pursuant to the provisions of AS 1890 .. 

2. Bill Unbundling. 

Beginning January 1, 1998, in addition to charges currently defaited on a 
customers bill. PacifiCorp ptoposes to provide a functional separation of the charges 
as follows: 

(a) charges associated with distribution; 

(b) charges associated with transmission; 

(c) charges associated with research, 
environmental and energy efficiency programs, and low-
income funds; and, 

Cd) charges associated with generation, including 
the monthly generation credit and the balance of 
generation (evenue requirement. 

(e) PacifiCorp's billings will Include a footnote 
referring to the credit as follows: 

-This charge is based on the weighted 
average price fOt purchases at the 
California·Otegon Border. This service is 

2 
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subject to competition. You may purchase 
efectricity (rom another supplier." 

The functional separation described above Yoill be (eflected in PacifiCorp's final 
direct access tariffs and in its preliminary statemenllhereto. 

Customers that select an alternative Electric Service P(ovider ("ESP) will be 
charged the same prices as fUl/-service customers, less a market-based energy credit, 
and credits for transmission and ancillary services. 

3. Consumer Education Plan. 

PacifiCorp has developed its Own COnsumer Education Plan rCEP"). designed 
specifically for California customers. PacifiCorp's CEP, as mOdified by the 
Commission, was approved at the August 1, 1997 m~~ling in 0.97-08-063. 

4. Public Purpose Programs. 

AB 1890 establishes specific funding levels standards for ongoing public 
purpose programs for California's three major electric utilities, but provides nO funding 
lever lequirement for PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp and ORA propose to continue funding low 
income assistance programs (intrudes low income conservation services and California 
Alternative Rates for Energy (CARE) administtation) al1996levefs. The Parties further 
propose that 1996 funding levels for energy efficiency be reallocated to lund the three 
remaining PubliC Purpose programs. PacifiCorp proposes to collect the cost of these 
programs through a non-bypassable charge which faUs within current price levels. The 
public purpose programs charge will be derived by dividing the 1998 revenue 
requirement for public purpose programs by forecast 1997 retail sales. The 
administrative costs of operating the CARE program .... ill be induded in the revenue 
requirement for public purpose programs but the funding for the CARE discount will be 
collected in a separate charge consistent with Current practice. 

Public purpose program charges will be detailed on the customer's bill in order 
(or customers to see how much they are currently paying for these programs and to 
help them decide if they wish to make additional VOluntary contributions. All funds 
col/ected in this manner shall be fOf\varded, in a timely manner, to the appropriate 
Commission-specified fund to the Independent Board and the Low-Income Governing 
Board (or distribution. PacifiCorp and ORA contemplate that the low.lncome 
Governing Board will subsequently perform an "assessment of customer need" 
consistent with Section 382 of the Public Utilities Code. PacifiCorp \'rill ask the Low. 
Income Governing Board (0 continue funding programs In its service territory through 
community agencies historically inVOlved in such programs. 

5. Reliability and Safety. 
~ 

PacifiCofP is participating in ru!emaking and other CommiSSion proceedings 
(See, e.g., Ordering Paragraph NO.3 in 0.97·01-044, 0.96·11-021, "95·02-015 and 

3 
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R.96-11-004) to develop standards (or service·related performance. Reliability and 
safety under direct access must be maintained. 

6. Independent System Operator and PX. 

PacifiCorp's transmissiOn facilities in the State of California are of limited size 
and extent and are designed and utilized primarily to integrate electrically the 
Company's northern California loads and resources fnto the PaCifiCorp transmission 
system. Such integration allows PadfiCorp to optimize the delivery of electrical 
services in its California service territory. 

PacifiCorp has indicated to the California Independent System Operator ("I SOl 
that the Company would commit control of its California transmission facilities if the ISO 
concluded that such was desirable. The ISO has concluded that it is not practical for it 
to assume control Over PacifiCotp's nOrthern California transmission facilities. Attached 
hereto. and hereby incorporated as though fully set forth herein, 's Stipufation Exhibit 1, 
the reSpOnsive letter from the ISO. Among other (easons. the ISO concluded thai (a) 
power to serve PacifiCorp's California service territory load would have to be sCheduled 
up the Pacific Inlertie, thtough PacifiCorp's transmission and back down to the lOad in 
California; (b) apptoximately ten (10) Oregon-California border crOssings exist at the 
distribution level presenting additional metering and SCheduling problems; (e) the 
capacity of the existing interconnection frOm CaliforniallSO facilities in the south, to 
PacifiCOfP'S service territory in the north is inadequate to serve the road. 

PacifiCorp proposes to commit control of its California ltansmission system, 
together with the rest of its extensive transmission system to the Northwest 
Independent Grid Operator, IndeGO, when IndeGO becomes operational. In the 
Interim. PacifiCorp is establishing retail transaction protocols that will asSure both 
Energy Service Providers ("ESPs·) and PacifiCorp's current California customers that 
the Company Vrill afford direct access commencing January 1, 1998. in a fair, 
nOndiscriminatory manner. See PacifiCorp'$ September 29, 1997 Testimony. Section 
6--Control of Transmission Facilities for a detailed description of proposed protOCOls. 

II. Componenfs of Cost RecovelY Proposal. 

7. Cost Recovery for OngOing Obligations and Direct Access 
Implementation. 

PacifiCorp proposes to implement a specifiC competition transition charge 
("CTC"), effective January 1, 2002, for recovery of ongOing obligations which become 
uneconomic as a result of fndustry restructuring. These costs may include the above. 
market costs of purchase power contracts including Qualifying Facilities. and any 
implementation costs that (educe PacifiCorp's opportunity to recover utility generation-
related plant and regulatory assets as found reasonable by the CPUC or the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission. See Section 376 Cal Pub Util Code. Recovery would 
lake place over the remaining life of the obligations through a non-bypassable charge. 

This component incorporates ORA-requested modifications fo PacifiCorp's initial 
filing. Eliminated from consideration in this contemplated CTC ate stranded costs 
associated with regulatory assets and flow-through of deferred faxes. 
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8. Performance·Based Ratemaking 

PacifiCorp's California prices are currently adjusted periOdically under 
performance·based ratemaking as described in Section 2.0 of the Company's May 2, 
1997 submitted Transition Plan. 

PacifiCotp currenUy has a CPUC·approved paR which is effective through 
1999. I( the Company's preferred cost recovery pJan, i.e., Plan A, as Outlined in the 
Company's lransition plan, is approved by the CPUC, PacifiCorp agrees not (0 seek 
reCOvery of the revenue aSSOCiated with price index (less productivity factor) Changes 
that WOuld have occurred under the paR ftom 1-1·97 through 12·31·99. "PacifiCorp's 
preferred cost (ecovery plan is approved, but the CPUC further tequites a ten percent 
rate dectease, the undersigned parties propose that the Commission authOrize 
PacifiCorp to -Cledit- foregone rate incteases that the' Company could fmplement under 
its PBR towards meeting the ordered rate reduction. 

PacifiCorp proposes to track the PBR index mechanism thtough the scheduled 
ending date of the paR in 1999 and to file a delivery service·only paR in 1998 for 
implementation, effective January 1, 2000. The assumed slarting pOint for the 
unbundled delivery services under the post-1999 paR would be the functionalized 
1996 delivery prices escalated throu9h 1999 by applying the overall paR index 
adopted in 0.92·12·096 to those delivery services. To demonstrate the 
reasonableness of those delivery services, the Company will submit a functionalized 
earnings demonstration teport similar to the report used to Justify extension 01 the paR 
mechanism (or the 1997·1999 period. The undersigned parties propose that extenSion 
of the described delivery-services PBR should be contjngent upon PacifiCorp's 
earnings demonstration sho\ving that the Company is not earning unreasonable 
returns. 

9. Rate Freeze. 

Through December 31.2001, PacifiCorp is committed (0 (reezing rates for each 
customer class, rate schedule, contract, and tariff at the same level as the level shown 
on electriC setvice schedules as of June 10, 1996, if PacifiCorp's preferred Plan A is 
authOrized by the Commission. 

10. Rate Reduction Bonds 

Rate Reduction Bonds, as established in A8 1890, are available as special 
financing for a portion of each utitity's transition costs. The potential value or the rate 
reduction bonds is heavily dependent upon the financial considerations of the individual 
utility and they are not effective in every case. PacifiCorp does not intend to request 
securitization. of transition bonds. 

11. TranSition Cost Recovery 

s 
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The bills of customers who continue (0 buy full electric service from PacifiCorp 
would be based on current tariff prices. Customers electing to buy power (rom Sources 
other than PacifiCorp will receive a credit on their bills equal to the relevant market 
price of electricity and a credit (or transmission and ancillary service charges to the 
exlent the latter wo costs are billed to the ESP. PacifiCotp will accept the risk that 
market prices will diverge (rom the Company's generation costs. At ORA's request, 
PacifiCorp tevised its Original Transition Plan to describe the proposed market price 
with mote specificity, as (allows. 

Pa cifi Corp' proposes to. use the Dow-Jones California-Oregon Border C"COB") 
electric price index, as published In the Wall Stteet Journal. as the basis of its market 
price credit during the transition period. This index provides On- and off-peak pricing 
indexes and also. provides a firm and non-firm breakdown. Since firm service is being 
prOVided, the Company will base its market etedit On the available firm service index. 
The dally on-peak price Indexes Will be averaged over the billing period and applied to 
on-peak hourcollSumption. The daily off-peak prite lndexes will be averaged over the 
billing periOd and applied to off·peak consumption. The (esults will be added together 
to calculate the billing etedit. For customers without time of use metering, the Company 
will use Cusl6mer class load prOfiles (0 develop a weighted average market energy 
price. 

The COB index Is appropriate for pricing service In PacifiCorp's northern 
Califotnia service (errit6ry because loads in that area can receive capacity and energy 
(rom COB which Is within the contemplated IndeGO system with6ut incurring further 
transmission wheeling chatges. Other indices. including the PX. are located Outside of 
the IndeGO system. These price indices do not reflect the additionallransmission 
costs that would be inCurred to reach the IndeGO system. 

COB-based prices will be grossed up for losses in delivery. Customer who buy 
competitively available ancillary services will receive a credit based on the ancillary 
service costs in the Company's FERC open access tariff. 

12. Functionalized Class Revenue Requirements and Prices: 

The Parties agree that PacifiCorp's distribution revenue requirement shall be adjusted to 
(eflect the fOllOwing deductions: $400,000 assocfated with customer service and marketing costs 
and $-44.000 of unC(lllectibles. 0.97-08-056 directed thai one·third or franchise fees should be 
allo~ted to the generation function. PacifiCorp's supplemental filing expressed reservations 
about this requirement, based on the appropriateness of allocating franchise fees to generation 
under California law addressing local governmenlal fees. Southem California Edison Company 
has filed a petition for modification or 0.97-08·056 seeking Clarification of this issue. PacifiCorp 
and ORA agree thallhe (esulting resolution of this Issue In response to Edison's petition should 
be renected In PacifiCorp's functional revenue allocation. 

0.97-08·056 adopted several principles for functionaHzed Interclass revenue allocations. 
One of those principles was to assign generation revenues residually after all other revenue 
componenls have been determined. The three major California IJtilities'lransmission and 
distribution revenue requiremenls are relatively dOse to the corresponding marginal cost 
revenues, ..... hile generation revenue requiremenls significantly exceed marginal cost revenues. 
In contrast, PacifiCorp's distribution revenue requirements diHer significantly from their related 
marginal cost (evenues. 

6 
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As a resurt, it is necessary (0 mOdify 0.97·08-056'5 allocation principles (or 
PacifiCorp, by allocating iCs generation revenue requirement in prOportion to its 
generatiOn marginal cost revenues, allocate transmission revenue tequiremenl as 
described in ORA's Odober 1, 1997. testimony. The resulting (unctiOnalized class 
revenues are shown in attached Tables 1 - 6. 

Functionafization 01 ResIdential Baseline the Parties agree that PacifiCorp's 
residential baseline rate Structure will conform with 0.97·08·05$'5 direction to reflect the 
baseline differential in both distribution and eTC rates. 

DATED this 811\ day 01 Odober, 1997. in San FranCisco, Califotnia. 

4L~ 
PACIFICORP 
By: 

DATED this th day of Ottober, 1997. in San FranCisco, Cali(ofnia. 

1....4'I#7Vi'\.~~.~ 
OFFICE OF RATEPAYER ADVOCATES 
By: 

7 
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FunctlonatlUd Cia .. RCIYOnues • Tabl.1 

J:ERC .. CenetatJon TrlftsmisslOn ~ Cla1f.~-'_ ~ule 
R~ ~ 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

" 12 

13 

14 

(1) 

Rfticfnlj., 

RMidentlal Sel'llice 0 10.250 
Multi-J:amlly .. Submetered os.e 35 Mufti.F=amily. Master MeteI'e<t ()M.o 2 

Total ~ftlti., $10,297 

Com~i.1 &. IMII,Irial 
Small General ServIce .. < 20 WI Ao~"'WHo:), 1,334 

Small General Service .. 20 WI & Over A.:I: 1.800 
t..arge General Service .. 100 WI & Over A.M 2.651 
L.atg~ General Setviee .. 500 WI & Over AT...a 2,245 

Agricultural ~ SeNiee PAolO 1.506 AgriCI.IlNra/ Pumping Service .. USSR 500 
Tot •• ComlMf'(j., & I,",ustrl., $10.131 

Total Ugbtln: m 

TOI.I Saln II)Conlu~n 
$20.505 Cb«k 
$20,505 

Sources: 
Line 14 is from I=unetiof'lalized Revenue Requirement .. Table 1 Unes 2 and 3 
Column 1 - Un& 14 X J:undionaltze<t Class Revenues Table 5 Col. 3 
Column 2 - F=unetlonallzed Class Revenues Table 4 Uno 7 
Column 3 • 1.1ne 14 X Funetionalized Class Revenues Table 5 Col. 4 
Column ~ - Col. 9 .. CoI.1 .. Col. 2· Col. 3· Col. S .. Col. 6 .. Col. 7 .. Col. 8 
Column 5 - Uno ,~' X F=unetJonalized Class R~nues Table 5- Col. 6-
Column 6- Functlonllllzed Class Revenues Table 6. Col. 7 
Column 7. Fundlonalized Clus Revenues Table 6-Col. 8 
Column 8 - I=unetionalized Class Revenues Table 6 Col, 9 

Ca1.F=NC-$latr .. Slipulalion.xl, 

(2) 

1.741 
7 
0 

$1.748 

251 
451 
413 
302 
291 

S1.708 

$19 

$3,475 
$3,475-

PACIFIC POWER & UGHT COMPANY' 
st.t. or C.Ufomla 

1998 FunctJOn.llzed R..,enue 
Distribution Residual 

Stat~ 
Transmission OISlnbutJon Public PUI'pOse 
R~ R~ ReYefkJeS - (3) (4) (5) 

1.019 16,225- 211 
3 62 1 
0 3 0 

$1.022 $16,290 S212 

104 4,115- 42 
202 3.017 40 
249 3,738 52 
235- 1.999 35 
148 1.522' 28 59 (213) :,) 

$997 $14,279 $199 

S2 $467 $4 

S2,021 $31.035 S415 
$2.021 $31.035- $415 

FuncRev 

CARE ~ren.rge CARE OillCOUnt CP\JC TO!.lIAnnu,1 
~ R~il re.!! R~ 

(6) (7') (8) (9) 

274 (499) 46 29,276 
1 (8) 0 101 0 0 0 6 

S27~ (S507) $4(i SZg,J/j:! 

45 0 7 5,898 
51 0 7 5,568 
83 0 12 7,1~7 67 0 10 4,895 46. 0 7 3.&46 0 0 0 0445 

m2 $0 $43 27,649 

SO SO SO S569 

S56a ess(7) $89 $57,601 
$56a (S507) $89 S57,601 
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FunetJon.lllzod Class Revenues ~ Table 2 
PACIFIC POWER & UGHT COMPANY 

State 0' Callfoml.l 
1998 FUnetionall:l:e<I Cont$ per kWI'I 

Olstrlbutlon Resldu.ll 

Fere Sfolte 
Cenet'!lon TrllnSl'!'lissJoI! rrll"at!!jsslQn Oistnbutlon PllbllCPuIpoM CARE S4Jrcllarge CAREOisoouM CPUC Totil MIIU., 

~ Class I SeMdule 
R~ Revenun Revenues Rlllletlue. Reven~ Revenues Rl!\II!H'I\H!s F'en R~~ - - ---(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (S) (9) Rnidrnli.1 , 

Residential Service 0 2.69 0.46 0.27 4.26 0.05 0.07 (0.13) 0.01 7.69 
2 Multi.Family. Submeteted 0$-8 2.28 0.46 0.20 4.05 0.07 0.07 (0.52) 0.00 659 
3 Mufti.Family .. Master Metere<! OM.II 2.78 0.45 0.28 4.45 0.0& 0.08 0.00 0.00 8.11 
4 Tor., Rnidrnll., 

2.69 0.46 0.27 4.26- 0.0& 0.07 (0.13) 0.01 7.68 
5 Commrrci., & Industri.1 
6 Small Genoral Service. < 20 WV .... 2:\IA'MoQ' 2.43 0.45 0.19 7.50 0.08 0.0s. 0.00 0.01 1075 
7 Small Coner.' Service .. 20 WI & Over Ao'J2 2.88 0.72 0.32 4.83 0.06- 0.08 0.00 0.01 8.92 
8 !.arge ~neral Serviee ~ 100 WI & Over .... ;)0 2.62 0.41 0.25 3.70 O.OS- 0.08 0.00 0.01 7.12 
9 !.arge Gener.al Service .. 500 WI & Over AT-'3 2.73 0.37 0.29 2.43 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.01 5.95 
10 AgriCI.Iltural P1.Imping Service PAo2l) 2.68 0.52 0.26 2.88 0.0s. 0.0s. 0.00 0,01 6,48 
11 Agricultural Pumping Service. USSR 2.58 0.00 0.26 (0.95) 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 
12 Total Commrrd., & Industrial 

2.67 0.45 0.26- 3.77 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.01 7.29 
13 Tot.1 UJ;htln: 

1.83 0.46 0.05- 11.11 0.'0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1:155 
14 'rot.1 S.I~ II> Consumers 2.68 0.45- 0.25- 4.05 0.05 0.07 (0.01) 0.01 752 

Sources: 

Fundionalized Class RevenuC$ Table 1 I Funetionalized CIa» Revenue Table 5- Cor. s. 

CaI.FNc.sta" • StipUlatlon.xls 
CenbperkWh 
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FunctJonallzod Class Revonue. Tablo :3 
PACIFIC POWER & UGHT COMPANY 

Stlt. or C.llfomla 
1998 Clas. Functlonallnt/on % 

Distribution Residual 

FERC Slale 
Genet'lllOn . TtlnSl'/l11ISIOn Tranltl'llulon Class I Schedule 
..!!~ ~~es R~1l -('I) (2) (3) 

Rftidt'llti.-r 

Residential Servieo I) 34.633':'. 5.909':'. 3.456% MUI'J.Family. Submetered O~ 32.40,.." 6.481% Z.n8% Multi-,eamily • Master Metered !)MoO 34,674°" 5.125·" 3,4042-,(, - - -TOlal~t1al 
304.824':'. 5.9'11% 3.457"" 

Com~~lal & JRd'"trial 
Small Geroeral Selvlce • < 20 'fNV ~AWHo)1 22.616':'. 4.291% 1.783% Small eeneral Service· 20 kW & Over ~ 32.663°t. 8.180°t. 3.~t. Large General Service .100 kW & Over 

~ 37.322-" 5.609°t. 3.so,.." Larg~ General Service. 500 WI (. Over "T""8 46.504% G.279% 4.683% Agricultural Puml'lng~ce P .... 20 41.917"" 8.099°" 4.119% Agricultural Pumplng Service. USeR 133,880°/. ~ 13.156% -TOlal Com~laJ & lftdu,frial 
37.092-" 6.252"" 3.650%· 

Total t.il:btiltJ: 
13.490% 3.376% 0.391°t. 

Total s..lts to COIIIU~" 
35.691% 6.049% 3.519% 

Sources: 

Column t - Funaion:l!ized Class Revenue Table I Col II (Col 1 + Col 2 + Col J. + Col 4+ Col S) 
Column 2 - FullCtionnlized Class Revenue Table I Col Z I (Col I + Col 2 + Col 3 + Col 4 + Col S) 
COlumn 3 - Functionalizcd Class Revenue T~le 1 Col 31 (Col I + Col 2 + Col 3 + Col 4 + Col 5) 
Column 4 - FullCtionaJi2cd Class Revenue Table t Col 4/ (Col I + Col 2 + Col 3 + Col 4 + Col S) 
Column S - Functionalized Cla.u Rev~ue Table I Cot S I (Col t + Col 2 + Col 3 + Col 4 + Col S) 

CaI.~NC.Statr • SlipUlation.xJs 
Func Percent 

OIsll1bvtlon PubliC Purpose Tot.I~1 
RflllenllM RfIIIe"1IM R~ -..... ---.0 (4) (5) (6) 

55.064% 0.716°" 100.00% 
57.408% 0.926% 100.00°" 
55,.:46°" ~ 100.00% - -55.09~" 0.716% 100.00% 

70.364% 0.7'2'7'"/. 100.00':'. 
S4~783% 0.128% 100.00% 
52.632-" 0.7:)0% 100.00':'. 
41.502"/. 0.7:)2"/. 100;00"" 
45.134% 0.731% 100.00',. 

"'7.757"" ~ 100.00°" 
5~" 0.729°" 100.00"/. 

82.023% 0.721% 100.00% 

54.020% 0.722°" 100.00"/. 
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FunaJonall2;ed Class Revenue - T~bl& 4 
PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

State or California 
FERC Transmission 

~ Oeseription 
FERC Energy 

Oollars 

Rnid~ntil.r 

Residential ServiC(> Z Multi-Family - Submetered 3 Multi.Family - Ml1$ter Metered 4 Total RC!lid~ntial 

ComlMrc:ial & Industrial 

0 
0$.8 
OM,9 

~ 
(1) 

380,866.006 
1,531,636 

74,403 
382.472.04$ 

¢/kWh 
(2) 

0.457 
0.457 
~ 

5 Small General ServiC(> - < 20 kW .... ~AWHo:11 
6 Small General Service - 20 I(N & Over M2 

504.888,613 0.457 
1 I..arge General ServiC(> - 100 I(N & Over A-3e 
8 l.arge General Serviee - 500 kW & Over AT.04/J 
9 AgrietJttural Pumping Servie;.., P .... 20 

10 Agricultural Pumping Service _ USSR 
11 Total ComlMrc:iar & lndu:\trial 

12 Totar Lichtin, 

13 Totar F'ERCTransmi,.,ion 

Sources; 
Pricing 

CaLFNC-Staff - Stipulation.xls 

4,201.312 0.451 

FERC TransmiS$ion 

!.D:.{gl 
(3) 

S1,740,558 
$7.000 

$340 
S1.747]98 

$250.841 

$250,841 

$19.200 

kW 
(4) 

310,832 
284.503 
208,603 
.200.688 

$/kw 
(5)" 

$1.4$ 
S1AS 
$1.45 
S1.4S 

FERC Demand Total FERC 
Dollars 
~ 

(6) 

$450.106 
$41~529 
$:302.474 
$290,998 

S1,456,708 

Dollars 
~ 

(7) 

$1,740,558 
$7,000 

$3-10 
:;1,747,898 

$250,841 
$450,706 
$412,529 
$302,474 
$290,998 

SO 
$1.707.549 

$19,200 

$3,474,647 
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Class I Schedule 

Residential 
Residentiaf Service /) 

Multi-Family - Submetered O~ 
Multi-Family - Master Metered OM.9 

Total ROSldential 

Commereial & Industrial 
Small General Service - < 20 kW A-251AWH~1 

Small Ge~ral Service - 20 kW &. Over ~2 
Large General Service - 100 kW &. Over 

A-3~ 
Large General Service - SOO kW &. Over AT~ 

Agrieultural Pumping Service PA-20 
AgriCUltural Pumping Service - USSR 

Total Commercial & IndustrIal 

Total Lighting 

Total Sales t<>Consumers 

Source: 

Functional/zed' Class. Revenues.._ Table-S 
PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

State- of Callfomla 
1998 Revenu& RequJrementAIJocation 

Based on I.ong Run MargInal Costs 

AlIGTC 
Marginal'Costs 

(1} 

55.01% 
0.19% 
0.01% -55.21% 

9.Be% 
7.68% 
9.49% 
7.65% 
6.52% 
2.90% -44.13% 

0,66% 

100.00% 

T&D 
M'HQinal Costs 

(2) 

61.64% 
0.21% 
0,01% -61.8"r'k 

14.37% 
6.22% 
4.91% 
3.27% 
5.42% 
2.90% -37.09% 

1.04% 

100.00% 

Generation 
Marginal Costs 

(3) 

50.03% 
0.17% , 
0.01% -50.22% 

6.51% 
8.78% 

12.93% 
10.95% 
7.34% 
2.91% -4S,41 % 

0.37% 

100.00% 

Col 1 - 5 from Marginal Cost Study - Table' 
Col 6 from Funetionalized Class Revenues. Table 6 Cor 6 

CaLFNC-Staff - Stipulation.xJs 
Allocatlons 

Transml54ion 
Ma(9il'lal Costs 

(4) 

50.38% 
0.17% 

' 0~01% -50.57% 

5.16% 
9.99% . 12.32% 

11.64% 
7.32% 
2.90% -49.32% ' 

0.11% 

100.00% 

Oistribution 
Marginal Costs 

(5) 

64.29% 
0.22% 
0.01% -64.52<'10 

16.54% 
5.34% 
3.16% 
1.30% 
4.97% 
2.90% -34.22% 

1.26% 

100.00% 

PerCent or 
Revenue 

(6) 

50.83% 
0.18% 
0.01% 

51.01% 

1'0.24% 
9.67% 

12.49% 
8.50% 
6.33% 
0.77% -48.00% 

0,99% 

100.00% 
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'UNCTIONAI.InO ~\,A$:\. "MNUE:\.. TAII.I. 
STAT!! O"~U'O"NI'" 

OmIWlNA'rION 01' "IM:NUI!SAT ""IlS(NT ~I!S 
OISTIIlDUT!;1) IV IV. Tl SCHI!I>UI.I 

'2'IiIONTHS I!NOIlI)OIlCIMII" ,", 

a.- ~ 
~ "-og- "'- CAAI!; ~ CAAI! o.-c cPvC ~IM 

No No 
No e..., ........ MW\ "_. "-- "- ,- No 

('1 p) (.) I~) \0) (7) (0) (II) 
~ IIAioIoooIIoi 

, 
AMICIMtIoI s.w. 0 ),1,':1'1 3eO,eco s:<1,271> Sl74 (SoI99) SolI> , 2 """''''''''Y.sw-t..-.cl os.e '4 ',6» ~10' II (sa) SO 2 

3 IoIwI~MIOIy.~",,_ OM,II 3 74 sa SO SO SO :) 
4 T ... .,JIftU_W 

),1,1)8 )82,"'72 S2\1,!lft3 S27& (S~7) So4O '" "'1 C-"" .. ,"" .... """ , s-a e.-.. s.w. •• 20 'I(N .... 2~ 6.""8 :1-1,0184 S5,~ 1<4~ SO $7 (I 
a :;....,. c-.. s-oc..:o IIW& 0- 11032 030 02,_ sMao »1 SO 17' 6 
7' IMII-(;Mw. S--. ~'I(N& 0- 110)8 2a). 101,14) 17;107 S83 so $12 7 
0 IMII-c-.. SooMQ..~ 'I(N" 0- "T-a 20- 82.20Z 1<4,805 187 SO 510 e 
II c:--c...~M--.g "WH031 00 "'2'" $33 so SO so II 10 0wIcI00r AI-. UOf\WIo s- 01".1' 1,337 I,SoIO 1252 SO SO so 1O " -., &M'MC I.qwng 0\..012 43 2.~ S2\I so SO SO " 12 ~~s- PI\o2O ~ 1Ie,2J:I SJ,\Io4O So4O SO S7 12 

13 ~~s-..~eA 341 22,2., W4~ SO SO SO ,3 ,,, 
T ... c---.w" '0001 ........ 0,8(13 )81,038 S27,03O sm SO s.Q ,'" ..... .... bIW 540wt UIIMIea 

1(1 $-~SooMQ. ~, 7tI a1e 1132 SO so so 16 
16 s- /,IgNIfIg SooMQ. &.So,.- I 13 S3 SO SO SO la 
17 SItMt ~ s.r..c;. 1.$0(13 1:10 1,485 "28 so so so ,7 
'8 SIr..c I.lQIMong ~ 1.$0&7 0 0 so so so so 10 
111 $IrMC UgII/IIIg s-o. I.SoOe '''' :/:12 125 so SO so 10 
20 T ... ., "'bile S40000I t.l11MIea 

220 2,~ I2Il1! so so so 20 21 T ... ., s... .. tIhIooowc-.. .... 
157,001 SMa (1507) SIlO 21 22 ~lIioM.lII 

!!~ :12 2:1 T ... ., __ .. ~~ ... ,,, 1MIHA S'7,~" - 2) 

s-w. 
"'-0 

(END OF APPENDIX :8) 
c.vNCoSYt!.~ 
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~1.Clau Toalk .... ~ 
ja) 

Appefldlx e • 

Unbundl.cl R<fYenueR~ul'.m.nt ByCI ... 
fOf' 

SI.rra Paclfh; P_ Company 

R.v~ AllOCAtion 

GeneratIOn T ranSllllS5IOtl OlfttM~tlon 
jb) (e') (d) 

$. ~g.8~,ooo $. 21,351,000 $. 2,824,000 S 15,719,000 S 

FlMidenlial 21,470,000 10,474,000 1,;'111,000 11,51111,000 
A-, 8,t.l85,ooo 4,30&,000 582,000 3,~5,OOO 
A-2 3,057.000 2.504,000 301,000 713:,000 
A-3 5,~.OOO 3,821:1,000 533.000 1.4G3.ooo 
Sl. 78,000 111,000 2.000 56.000 
OLS '47.000 30,000 5.000 '03.000 
F>I\ ZHooo 73000 0 5000 

CARE Ot"'-'PPf" Net OlStnbYUon I 
(I!') If) (I))" (d) -{e).(1) 

"G,O~3 $ 08,000 $. , 5,S04,OG7 : 

!;I~,II24 52,741 $. 1I,4I1O,3a~ 

23,115 21,~5 $. 3,600,550 
12,150 8,983 $ 74o.a64 
24,402 14.~19 $ 1.424.279 

08 102 $. 57,110 
2,5 361 $. 102.424 
,zg 69 S. 4HO~ 

_ _ _ _ ________ "_'J344,ooo ____ Z.H2f:>,OOO_, ~'S,72.~,ooo __ n6A:43 ___ \lII.OOO _______ 

AWfagv Rate. $/\(WI'! 

~t.CIa. MWM Sales ~.tlOn T ranalT\l!lSlO!'l Ul1ItPibUttOn CARE OIl.,.rf.'PP· Net OlfllrlbUltOn I 

S/kWh $/kWh $IkW11 $/kWh S/kWh $/kWh I 

_(h) (i) •. (btl(h) Ij) .. _(el/_tl'!} . tkl. -_tdlJ_tl'!l. jlt .. Jell jl'!1. _tm1. -_(1}-' IN . _{nl .. Jrll-'jl'!l 

TotalAverl9V 470,662 0.OM51 0.00580 0.03277 0.00024 0.00020 0.03232 

~Ilal 2a5~ 0.0"450 0.005114 0.040711 0.00024 0,00022 O.04Oaa 
.401 03,051 0.04G40 0.00010 0.03075 0.00025 0.00023 0.03928 
A-2 40.385 0.05253 0.00009 0.01543 0.00025 0.00018 0.01SCO 
.403 00.'82 0.03860 0.00542 0.01475 0.00025 0.00014 0.0143G 
Sl. 3~ 0.04511 0.00501 0.145aG 0.00025 0.00048 O.,~ 

01.5 875 0.OM57 0.00571 0.11771 0.00025 0.00041 0.1,7oe 
PA 523 0,04398 0,00000 0.00056 0.00025 0.00013 0.00918 

RAt.CIua CAA£~ I 
TotAl 471 CHI 

Resid.nbal 227,302 I 
A-1 03,051 I 

A-2 40,385 
A-3 PO.183 I 

51. 3~ 

OLS 875 
F>A m 

(END OF APPENDIX C) 
AppendiJII C Siel'ra SMJU ~ino Ver.2.xI •• AlJeQliorI Pag., 
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A. 97-05-011 et aJ. 
D. 97-12-093 

Commissioners Jessie J. Knight, Jr. and Josiah L. Neeper, Dissenting in Part: 

We join our colleagues in supporting this order \\ith the exception of one important 

aspect which forces us to partiall)' dissent from the majority On an issue that continues to haunt 

the purity of tomorrow's free market in the electric industry. This decision Opens to competition 

heretofore closed markets that ate serviced by aU investor ()\\ned utilities in the state. Also, the 

decision ensures that the regulatory framework that governs small and multi-jurisdictional 

utilities is restructured. HoweverJ the majority's decision unfortunately dangles an improper 

economic option to these utilities by suggesting that PacificCorp or Sierra Pacific could ofier its 

customers market-based rates, i(the)' would agree to seH and buy all of their power out of 

California's government·mandated Power Exchange. From the beginning of the initial debate in 

1993 to the present inception and creation of the California Power Exchange. we have not 

supported the mandated requirement that the big three investor o\\ned utilities buy and sell their 

power to the Power Exchange, as described in Decision 95-12-063. Therefore, we certainly do 

not support the requirement Or even the hint that the small and multi-jurisdictional utilities 

should do the same, although we have been required to embrace the institution as the result of its 

embodiment as an essential part of AD 1890. The democratic process of achie\'ing California's 
comprehensive legislation in AD 1890 pemlitted the establishment ofa government-established 

Power Exchange as a quid quo pro for direct access. This was a proper balancing of divergent 

interests in order for the benefits of electric restructuring to be realized without cosHy litigation 

and delay. However, to go beyond this for the small and multi-jurisdictional utilities is the issue 

on which we must partiall)' dissent from the majority. This was NOT part of the envisioned 
intent nor prescribed language in AB 1890. 

In some recent decisions by this Commission that we have opposed, our agency has 
already incrementally skewed the newly emerging mruket in favor of Cali fomi a's Power 

Exchange. Not only has the Commission provided the California Power Exchange \\ith 

guaranteed customers (0 support its operation, it has taken steps to support a rale design before 

Pa,lial Dissent o/CornrniSJionas Knigh/ and Nt'~~" 10 
D. 97-J}-09J D.yember 16. 1997 

Pagel 



the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that further pro\'ides economic advantage to the 
California Power Exchange vis-a-vis other new and grO\\1ng power exchanges in the state. It has 

accomplished this unfortunate circumstance by coUecting the development costs from these same 
captive customers in an up· front charge by the California Power Exchange. Such a subsidy 

clearly provides the California Power Exchange with an unfair competitive advantage OWr the 

other competing exchanges in the state, thus undemlining the competitiveness ora market this 
Commission has struggled sO long and hard to create. 

We continue to oppose pro.viding unfair and anti-competitive support to the California 
Power Exchange, either in the (orm of guaranteed custon1ers or subsidies (rom captive 

customers. To do. s6 will onl)' serve to distort the marketplace, reduce the level and vigor of 
competition and undermine innovative alternatives. The California PO\vcr Exchange sh6uld have 

(0 compete on Its OWn "'itbout eO\'ernment inten'tntion or special considerations. If it cannot.· 

it has no place in the electric marketplace o(tomorrow. Let the market dictate its future. 

Dated December 16, 1997 in SaJl Francisco. California. 

lsi Jessie J. Knight. Jr. 
Jessie 1. Knight, Jr. 

Commissioner 

Pattial Disunl ojCommiss[onus Knight and N~ilXt 10 
D. 97·/1-09J 

lsi Josiah L. Neeper 
Josiah L. Neeper 

Commissioner 

o..'umba 16, 1997 
Page) 
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Commissioners Jessie J. Knight, Jr. and Josiah L. Neeper, Dissenting in Part: 

We join our colleagues in supporfing this order with the cxceplion of olle important 

aSP\'cl which forces us to partially dissent from the majority on an issue that continues to haunt 

the purity oftomorrow's free market in the electric industr)·. This decision opens to competition 

heretofore closed markets that arc sep.'iced by all investor o\\TIed utilities in the state. Also. the 

decision ensures that the regulatory framcwork that gowrns small and multi.jurisdictional 

utilities is restnlcturcd. 1 (owewr. the majority's decision unfortunately dangles an improper 

economic option to these utilities by suggesting that PadficCorp or Sierra Pacific could offer its 

customers market·b\lsed rates. ifthcy would agree to sell and buy all of their power out of 

California"s government·mandated Power Exchange. From the beginning of the initial debate in 

)993 to the prescnt inception and ('[cation of the California Power Exchange. we have not 

supported the mandated requirenwnt that the big thr~c inwstor Q\\llCd utilities buy and sell their 

power to the Power Exchange, as des~ribed in Decision 95.12·063. lberefore, we ~crtainl)' do 
not support th~ r~uirement or cven thc hint that the small and multi-jurisdi~tional utilities 

should do the same. although we have been required tocmbracc the institution as the result of its 

embodiment as an essential part of AD 1890. The democratic prtX'ess of achieving California's 

~omprchensive legislation in All 1890 pennitted the establishment of a government-established 

Power Exchange as a quid quo pro for dir~t acee·ss. This was a pro~r balancing of divergent 

interests in order for the benefits of electriv restructuring to be realized "ithout cosUy litigation 

and delay. Howewr. to go beyond this for the small and multi·jurisdictional utilities is the issue 

on which we must partially dissent from the majority. This was NOT p.'ut of the envisioned 

intent nor prescribed language in AD 1890. 

In some r«ent decisions by this Commission that we have opposed. our agency has 

already incrementally skewed the newly cmergillg market in favor of California's Power 

Exchange. Not only has the Commission provided the California Power Exchange "lth 

guaranteed customers to support its operation. it has taken steps to support a rate design before 

PClIlial Dissent o/Commissioni'rs Knight and Nei'pi'r fo 
D. 9J·/}-09J 
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the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that further provides economic advanfage to the 

California Power Exchange vis-a-vis other new and groning power exC'hanges in the state. It has 

accomplished this unfortunate circumstance by collecting the development costs from these same 

captive customers inan up-front charge by the California Power Exchange. Such a subsidy 

clearly provides the California Power Exchange with an unfair competitive advantage over the 

olher competing exchanges in the state, thus undetntining the competitiveness of a market this 

Commission has struggled so long and hard to cr~atc. 

We continue to oppose providing unfair and anti-competitive SUppOIt to the California 

Power Exchange, either ill the (onn of guaranteed customers or subsidies froni captive 

customers. To do so will only serve to distort the mrukelplace. reduce the level and vigor of 

competition and undenlline itmovallve alternatives. The California Power Exchange should have 

to compete on tfs own without gO\'crnntent intern'ntion Or special considerations. Int cannot, 

it has no place in the eledric marketplace ofto11lolTow. tel the market dictate its future. 

Dated D('cembcr 16, 1997 in San Francisco, Calitomia. 

Partial Dissent o/CommiJ5iol1t:.YS Knight mJ lIh'P.'T 10 
D. 97·J1-09J 

Josiah L. Neeper # 

Commissioner 

Dt:.'cember 16. 1997 
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